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Still hopeful after all these years
by Cynthia Burkhead -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gloria Steinem waited at the opening to
the Dunham Student Activity Center
gymnasium listening, along with a crowd
of over four hundred, to her introduction
by Dr. Jean Wasko, chairperson of the
Department of Literature and Language.
The statuesque 60 year old, dressed in
black monochrome broken only by an
animal print vest, appeared as young as the
journalist who infiltrated corporate por
nography for a story 30 years ago. Silent
and assured as the leopard of her clothing
suggested, she stood as Dr. Wasko pre
sented her as icon and iconoclast, a woman
who has “moved beyond words” to found
and support various advocacy groups and
organizations. Following the introduc
tion, Steinem claimed the podium and
announced, “I’m not an icon. I’m just one
of the girls.”
With this statement Steinem put at ease
the audience who gathered on November
11 for this event of the Fontbonne College
Writers Reading Series, held in conjunc
tion with the Writer’s Voice National
Readings Tour.
Once Steinem established common ground with her
audience, she moved into the activist mode for which she is
best known. On this night, she focused not on community
or national action, but on the individual act of writing.
Continuing the bonding process, Steinem told her audience,
“Each person in this room has something unique to say, and
write, that no one else can say.”
The founder and consulting editor to Ms. magazine, and
author of numerous books and essays, shared her thoughts
about writing, the product and the process. “There is no
hierarchy of writing, only forms for the particular message
you are putting out," stated Steinem, advising the writer not
to worry about hierarchy, but rather to realize the “impor
tance of form and content being wedded.”
Recognizing the danger of modem technology to in
formation gathering, Steinem warned, “We should write
about what we experience, and I might add, we should
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Pebble Beach
Residents are humming James
Taylor's "Up on the Roof’y as they
march up the Medaille steps with
their shades and suntan oil. Pebble
Beach is open! Construction has
peen going on for several weeks to
finalize the new Pebble Beach. The
roof top has been affectionately called
the "beach” because it is ideal for
sunbathing, and the "pebble" refers
to loose gavel that once lined the
surface. The name will stick but the
gravel won't because a new deck has
been constructed. Soon it will be
covered with Astroturf and sur
rounded by hanging plants. Now all
we need is sunshine!
! editors note: Pebble Beach has since been
padlocked.

New president to
reside on campus
St. Agnes to undergo
renovations
by Anne Boyd-------------------------------------- ———

photo by Mike Glader

experience what we write.” Going to the people for the
story, rather than to someone else’s reporting of the story is
more valuable according to Steinem, who added, “Anyone
who has experienced something is more expert than the
experts.”
Steinem discussed the activity of writing, stating that
there is no right or wrong way to get started, only the
importance of starting. “Let the undermind get it out, the
overmind can edit later.” Finding no virtue in obscure
writing, she asked, “What good is it to write if people can’t
understand it?” Steinem ended her comments on writing by
stressing the importance of words. “They carry the weight
of our dreams and meaning.”
Steinem then moved on to new thoughts, “new dreams,”
which she read from Moving Beyond Words, her newest

continued on page 9

In preparation for President Elect Dr. Dennis Golden’s
occupancy, Fontbonne is renovating St. Agnes, the house
on the east end of campus facing Wydown Boulevard. The
tentative renovation plan includes expansion of existing
rooms and work to repair faults in the foundation. Work is
scheduled to begin early in 1995 and should be completed
in the spring.
When designing a benefits package for potential presi
dents, the Board of Trustees decided to include St Agnes
as a residence instead of the traditional housing allowance.
Ownership of the house was transferred to the college’s
board in 1968, when the Sisters of St. Joseph relinquished
financial responsibility for the school and its properties.
Since that time, many departments, including institutional
advancement and admissions, have expressed an interest in
using the house, but faculty members, primarily the Sisters
of St. Joseph, have maintained the St. Agnes as their home.
“The house is old,” explained Mel Patton, vice president
of Business and Finance, “we’re going to have to firm up
the foundation, do some tuck pointing. The front porch is
starting to pull apart from the building, and then io facilitate
a community building, there will be some modification to
the inside.”
Dr. Golden intends to use his home as a place to interact
with campus groups or to possibly host receptions after
school functions. The full cost of the renovations are not
yet available. “We don’t have that figure yet,” Patton
claimed.
Sr. Jane Hassett, former Fontbonne president and St.
Agnes resident, remembers the house from her childhood,
when it belonged to her aunts and uncles. According to Dr.
Carole Lasky, professor of Art History, the house is of a late
Victorian style with neo-classical accents, which may have
been constructed in the 1900s, around the time of the
World’s Fair. “Because it is an old home, renovations will
be rather expensive,” Hassett speculated, but she had no

continued on page 9

Parking paradise in sight
by Marianne Schanthal---------------------------------The Clayton Planning and Zoning Commission ap
proved Fontbonne" s plans for a new parking lot at a meeting
on November 7 with Mel Patton, Vice President for Busi
ness and Finance.
This is the first positive step in the approval process.
Recommendation will now be submitted to the Board of
Aiderman at their December 13 meeting. If the plan is
approved by the board, the next step is the Architectural
Review Board.
This board meets in January, 1995. It is their job to
thoroughly review all the plans that are submitted, consid
ering each detail right down to the color of brick to be used
and the type of shrubbery planted.
The patting lot would extend from the end of the Science
Building along Big Bend to Washington Hall. Plans in
clude a new entrance to be built across from Forest Ridge
Drive with one entrance lane and two exit lanes. There is

also a plan to widen the current entrance near Washington
Hail with an access lane to the new lot. A four foot privacy
wall will screen the parking lot from Big Bend. Some of the
present trees will be kept and others planted to keep the area
as beautiful as possible.
The new lot would hold 129 vehicles but according to
Patton when you figure a turnover of 3.5 cars a day, the lot
can actually accommodate 450 cars.
Patton also said that if the new lot is built, there is a good
possibility that parking on Wydown Boulevard would
eventually be prohibited by the City of Clayton.
There is no way of knowing if and when the new parking
lot will be built, but the zoning commission’s approval is
definitely a step in the right direction.

See related graphic on page 10

December graduation II
by Valerie Schremp-------------------------------------On Friday, December 16 at 7:30 p.m.. the College will
hold its second December commencement.
One hundred eighty two graduates will walk at the
ceremony to be held in Mabee Gymnasium out of a
graduating class of two hundred seventy three. Dr. Alice B.
Hayes, executive vice president and provost of Saint Louis

University, will serve as commencement speaker.
“This is definitely bigger than last year." says Gary
Zack, coordinator of the event. “One hundred crossed the
stage last December. That’s almost a 100 % increase.”
A graduation mass will also take place on Sunday,
December 11 at 7 p.m. in the Doerr Chapel.
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Tuition rises; enrollment declines
by Teresa Warren-----------------------

by Kim Bragado
SGA (Student Government Associa
tion)
Cast your vote at the SGA Elections on
Monday, November 28 - Thursday, De
cember 1. Candidates will run for one of
eight positions: President, Vice President,
Treasurer, Secretary, Social Chair, Pub
licity Chair, Community Service Chair, &
Student Issues Chair. SGA is the official
body representing students on campus.
For more information on how you can run
for SGA, pick up an election packet in the
Student Development office (Medaille
Hall) or call Student Development at 8891411.
And...end the year with a bang at the
Winter Bash on Friday, Dec. 2, sponsored
by SGA, Campus Ministry, & the Society
of Musical Diversity. The final plans are
yet to be set, so watch for the signs for
times & events!

Society of Musical Diversity (SMD)
SMD’s Friday, Nov. 18 show was re
named Reggae/SKA/Punk Fest ’94. The
organization replaced the reggae band,
Natural High (which is no longer playing
in St. Louis) with the punk band Midlife.
The show featured three bands: Irie Mas
sive (reggae), The Skalers (reggae/SKA),
& Midlife.
Campus Ministry
On Thursday, Nov. 17, Campus Min
istry held a World Hunger Day with a
Hunger Meal in the Dining Hall. Look in
this issue of the Fontbanner for the whole
story.

Cottage
Fontbonne’s own
literary magazine
is seeking
submissions of
poetry, short stories,
essays, and art.
Please submit your work
by Friday, February 24.
Submissions may be left in
the Collage mailbox in the
mailroom.

This fall, Fontbonne experienced a slight
decrease in enrollment. Current Fall en
rollment is at 821 in the undergraduate
daytime program, a decrease from 830 last
fall. In addition, the current student en
rollment in the Fontbonne OPTIONS un
dergraduate program stands at 318, a de
crease from 367, bringing the undergradu
ate total to 1139. Incoming Freshmen also
saw an increase in tuition
costs from $200.00 instituted in July
1994 to $215.00 in July 1995. With the
decrease in total enrollment, one might
question the need for higher tuition costs.
The need for additional personnel is the
most significant cause of higher tuition.
Enrollment growth in the Fontbonne OP
TIONS program exemplifies this trend.
Nontraditional enrollment will hit an all
time high of approximately 50% of total
enrollment at the end of this year
according to Janice Neal, financial aid
advisor for the OPTIONS program. The
rapid growth in the OPTIONS program
means that an entirely new staff of instruc-

Fontbonne has tried to offset
some of the tuition costs incurred
by its more needy students by
$250
Lindenwood University
investing in a computer that is
$265
Maryville University
linked directly to the Department
$270
of Education. The investment
Fontbonne College
has resulted in a very large in
$280
Webster College
crease in the money obtained for
$389
tuition costs through non-repay
St. Louis University
able Missouri Pell Grants.
$765
Washington University
This investment was made so
*SLU's tuition costs calculated on a yearly basis
that the mix of quality students
remains high at Fontbonne.
of $11690.00
“Student diversity is very im
tors and administrators is necessary.
portant to Fontbonne,” says Gary Zack.
Campus improvements is also a reason
“Twenty-twopercentofour campus ismade
behind higher tuition costs. “During her
up of minority students.”
administration, Dr. Meneve Dunham has
Despite the increase in tuition costs,
made a strong effort to improve the condi
Fontbonne students still enjoy more reason
tion of the campus,” says Gary Zack, Vice
able tuition costs than most campuses in the
President of Student Development There
St. Louis area (see table). Fontbonne stu
have been needed improvements in the home
dents not only enjoy one of the better edu
economics lab, science lab, disabled access
cations in the St. Louis area, but also are
to the resident hall and computer lab equip
assured that their educational dollars are
being spent very wisely.
ment.

College

Cost per credit hour

New age and media imagery
cap Critical Issues Series
by Amber Miller
Closing Fontbonne’s Critical Issues Se
ries for the fall semester, Dr. Richard Burney
addressed the “New Age” phenomena on
October 19, and Fr. John Kavanaugh, S J.,
discussed media imagery on November 9.
Dr. Burney defined the history of the
new age movement, rooted in the arts,
psychology, Eastern Mysticism, and even
in the “Beatles and inscense” era. Today,
some aspects of new age encompass
meditation, relaxation, tarot, astrology,
herbs, accupuncture, mind healing, energy,
and crystals. The three main directions of
the new age era are a movement toward a
divine, self-discovery, and world
connectiveness. Dr. Burney put new age
into context, saying, “To me the Delmar
Loop is a metaphor for the new age
movement.”
Dr. Burney then identified some of the
criticisms of new age, specifically a loss of
self, cultism, loss of responsibility, and the
search for something that may not exist.
When a member of the audience asked his
opinion about the Western religions that
label new age beliefs as dangerous even
though they are based on earlier religions,
Dr. Burney explained that he believes, “In
time, things will blend.. .and what is now
fearful will be accepted.”
Fontbonne then rolled out the brown
floor protector in the Aerobics Studio for
Fr. John Kavanaugh, S.J., and his presen
tation on media imagery and the “media
reality that we construct to construct our
world.” According toFr. Kavanaugh, media
images form our identities and define so
cial acceptability. Along with his lecture,
he used a slide presentation to exemplify
the strategies that the media uses.
One strategy that Fr. Kavanaugh ad
dressed is value advertising, which dictates
our values to us, and then uses those values
to persuade us. Person imagery replaces
important people in our lives with products.

Care to write a letter to the Editor?
Place all the letters in the Fontbanner Mailbox located in the mailroom
in Ryan Hall or mail to:
The Fontbanner
Letters to the Editor
6800 Wydown Blvd
Clayton, MO 63105

Fr. Kavanaugh blames some of the society’s
interpersonal problems on this type of me
dia. Other strategies include finding self
identity through products, musical powers
of a product, and the idolatry of products.
A primary issue in media imagery is
gender identification. Fr. Kavanaugh
challenged the audience to consider the
method that advertisements devalue sexu
ality in connection to society’s fragmented
male/female relationships. A series of ads
degraded women in that the women were
defined as commodities and portrayed as
completely passive in sexual images. In
conclusion, Fr. Kavanaugh stressed that our
ability to relate, our identities, and our
compassion are all consumed by this im
agery. According to Fr. Kavanaugh, three
things we can all do to resist this devalued
lifestyle are to get in touch with one’s self,
to foster relationships, and to reach out to
those who have not been reached by the
American Dream.
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Something suspicious
has happened at
Washington U. As
reported last month,
the Fontbanner
learned of editorial
targeting of our
college by Student Life
opinionists. We've
uncovered part of the
mystery. Stay tuned
for the rest of the
story, as soon as we
figure it out.

Crime Beat
November 2: a wallet was re
ported stolen from the dorms.

Staff
The Fontbanner is written and
published monthly by students of
Fontbonne College during the fall
and spring semesters. Content of
this paper
is
developed
independently of the SGA, faculty
and administration. Individual
opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the editors,
college and college community.
Readers are encouraged to
submit story ideas, information
and advertising to the Fontbanner
mailbox; 6800 Wydown Blvd., St.
Louis, MO 63105, or by phoning
(314)889-4550
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News
Caf site of first Fall Fest
by Kim Bragado
Students gathered in the Caf for the
first Fall Festival on Friday, November
4th. The event took place from 11:303:00 and featured ten student organiza
tion activity booths. With all of the
booths set up around the perimeter of
the Caf’, the Fall Festival gave student
organizations a chance to make their
names known on campus.
"I think it’s important that we give
the clubs the opportunity to be visible to
all the students on campus, not just the
select people who attend meetings,”
said Carla Hickman, Director of Resi
dential Life & staff advisor for the Stu
dent Government Association, the or
ganization that planned the event.
Hickman added, “It also gives the fac
ulty and staff the opportunity to see the
various clubs.”
Even though it was a rainy day out
side, inside, visitors enjoyed a number
of activities. These ranged from Disney
Trivia and a chance to win a $25 Gal Paula Lindsey ready to bob, maybe.
photo by Valerie Schremp
leria gift certificate from the Human
The location was agreeable to most of
Service Club, to purchasing decorated Fall
the attendees, who liked the smaller atmo
Fest cups from Psi Kappa Zeta for $.50.
sphere. Hickman observed, ‘The crowd is
There was a math quiz from the Math
not as lost as it was in the gym.” Junior
ematics and Computer Science Club; a dart
Kristine Meyer, who sold cookies, hot
throwing contest by the Freshman/Sophochocolate, and personalized mugs at the
morc Class; cards, origamis, Chinese cal
SIFE booth, and who is also president of the
ligraphy, and Oriental food from the Inter
club, agreed saying that the location would
national Students; beaded jewelry, button
attract more commuters who often eat lunch
decorated picture frames, and an afternoon
in the Caf’.
jam session from the Society of Musical
Although the smaller area of the Caf
Diversity.
was more appropriate to the size of the
There was also Campus Ministry’s
crowd, the Fall Festival could have gar
“Hell,” where anyone could pay a dollar to
put an unsuspecting person into a wooden,
nered more attention.
“I wish there was a bigger crowd, but I’m
jail-like contraption labeled, “Hell.”
very pleased with the turnout,” commented
Guarded by Campus Ministry members
SGA President and senior Christy Graney,
dressed as “Hell’s Angels,” those inside
who, along with sophomore Thomas Pool,
could get out for a fee of $. 50 or for free after
occupied the stage and provided alternative
the time was up. “It’s fun,” admitted junior
music as DJ’s for the event
Kathleen Wikete, who happened to be one
The success of the Fall Festival was
of the lucky “prisoners.”
probably due in part to its coordination with
“I think the apple bobbing’s the funniest
Late Night with (coach) Lee McKinney, a
thing here. It’s hilarious,” commented
popular event held each year to kick off the
freshman Jessy Moynihan, referring to the
basketball season, which consists of late
Environmental Action Group’s Bobbing for
night scrimmages for the women’s and
Apples booth. For $.75, those who dared to
men’s basketball teams, and live, musical
try could bob for an apple & have a chance
entertainment afterwards.
at winning a $15 environmental T-shirt.
“We thought, ‘Why not tie it in with
After eight tries, three apples, and three Tanother event which has been successful
shirts, sophomore Ellen Hom, dripping with
and make it a whole, successful, [all-day]
water and grasping an apple in her hand,
event?’,” Hickman said.
said of this year’s Fall Fest, “I think it’s
The idea worked. Later in the afternoon,
great!”
visitors saw the band “Transit” setting up
The Fall Festival was the same event as
for the nighttime event, complete with iri
last November’s Winterfest but, after sev
descent lighting, a disco ball, and smoke for
eral complaints about the incompatibility of
special effects.
the name “Winterfest" and the fall-like No
Junior Maria Lucas spoke for some of
vember weather, the organizers decided to
the commuters when she said, “I think it’s a
change the name to “Fall Festival.”
good idea [to cooordinate Fall Fest and Late
“[Since] winter doesn’t officially begin
Night] because it builds excitement and it
until December 21st,” replied Hickman,
gives commuters a chance to know that
“we felt that we needed todo a name change
there is a Late Night.”
to go with the season.”
The counterpart to the Fall Festival will
The name wasn’t the only difference in
be the annual Springfest, a much more
this year’s event. Due to clean-up problems
popular event on campus, scheduled for
in the Mabee Gymnasium at Winterfest '93,
Friday, April 28,1995.
the Fall Festival took place in the Caf’.

•The Dontbanner Staff
woutd W to uhsh its readers
a happy turhey day
and Merry ‘December hobidays.
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it
most. We'll show you
the proven skills and
test-taking techniques
that help you get a
higher score.

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test
prep tools available. From videos to software to
virtual reality practice tests with computerized
analysis to great teachers who really care,
nobody offers you more ways to practice.

ATTENTION FONTBONNE STUDENTS!!!
Is Graduate School in your future? If it is, then
so is the LSAT, MCAT, GRE, GMAT, or DAT.
We offer flexible schedules for all of the exams
in our St. Louis Center.
Date
April 22

Class Starts
January 31

LSAT

February 11
June 12

January 14
April 4

GRE

April 8
June 3

March 5
April 1

GMAT

January 21
March 18
June 17

December 1
February 9
April 18

DAT

March 25

February 22

MCAT

Give us a call today for all of the details on
these and other sections for the 1995 tests!

Call: 997-7791
get a

higher score
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Security
- II J News
■ »» W
Women self defend
by Amber Miller
Fontbonne has responded, with many
improvements, to recent student cries for
more campus security. As a supplement to
these added security measures. Student De
velopment brought a women’s self defense
instructor, Cliff Gibson, to FC to teach
women the basics of defending themselves
in the event of an attack.
Approximately fifteen female students
attended the first class, held on October 24.
This class began with vivid imagery and
startling statistics of assaults on women.
The instructor then taught basic punches
and kicks which are the most effective in
defending oneself on the street.
The attendance dwindled to ten students
on the second night. Mr. Gibson brought a
few students to the floor and instructed
them to attack each other. This exercise was

MWF
Regulaur

Snow Schedule

meant to give the women a “real sense of
what it’s like to be attacked,” Gibson ex
plained.
The third and final class was scheduled
to meet on October 31, but it was cancelled
when only one student showed up to chal
lenge “Mr. Blob.” The third class would
have offered the women a chance to fight
off the instructor, who covers himself in
padding from head to toe, thus the name,
“Mr. Blob.”
This approach of self defense was geared
at inspiring confidence in female students.
The women learned to fight, resist, and,
most importantly, never to submit. Someof
the participants felt humiliated or weak, but
most of the class was pleased. A few
students even felt empowered by their new
fighting knowledge.

TTH
Regular

Snow Schedule

• 8:00/8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:40 a.m. 8:00/8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.- ll:00a.m
* 9:00/9:30 a.m.
10:50 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 10:30 a.m.
11:10a.m.- 12:10p.m
. 10:00/10:30 a.m. 11:40 a.m. - 12:20 p.m. 12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m
• 11:00/11:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m. -1:10 p.m.
(After 12:30 p.m. o
• 12:30 p.m.
1:20 p.m.-2:00 p.m.
Tuesday/Thursday
• 1:30 p.m.
2:10 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.
classes will meet as usual
* 2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 3:40 p.m.
• 3:30 p.m.
3:50 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
• 4:30 p.m.
4:40 p.m. - 5:20 p.m.
• 1. If a class extends ordinarily for two periods, then it will extend for two periods on
•snow days.
•2. Announcement of the snow schedule or cancellation of classes will be made
•ONLY on:
•KMOX-KLOU AM FM radio
*KXOK AM radio

•MAJIC 108 FM radio
JwiL AM FM radio

•Y98 FM radio
.3. The College switchboard will carry the tape recording announcing snow delay or
•cancellation. For morning or Saturday classes, the message will be there by 5:45
*a.m.; for evening classes, the message will be there by 2:30 p.m.

Security measures
implemented at FC
by Kim LePage--------------------------The first few months of classes this fall
have brought a new concern for security on
campus. Several campus groups answered
this concern with new ideas and programs
to raise awareness of the surroundings of
students, faculty, staff and visitors to the
Fontbonne campus.
To begin, one new security guard has
been added to the security staff to aid Charles
Simmons, Supervisor of Security, in his
duties on evenings and weekends. Gregory
Davis has been hired here in a full time
position. The responsibilities of these two
men are to be alert and readily available to
prevent or deter any danger on campus.
They are to patrol the area to ensure the
safety of all students and their guests.
If any crimes do occur on campus, the
law requires the school to keep a record of
them. The Campus Security Act requires
the college to keep statistics on crimes
committed on campus from year to year
(July 1-June 30). The tracked crimes in
clude murder, rape, robbery and assault
among others. These statistics are mailed
out to all Fontbonne students, faculty and
staff members at the beginning of each
school year. The statistics are also made
readily available to prospective students
and their parents and the previous years’
numbers are kept on file.
In addition to the new guard, the Office
of Residential Life has recently changed the
entrance policy of students and their guests
to St. Joseph’s Hall throughout the week
ends. Residents are required to show iden
tification upon entrance to the buildings on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights. Guests
of the residents are also to show identifica
tion and be signed in by work studies sta
tioned in the front entryway. Individuals
who do not live in the halls and who are
unescorted will not be allowed in. If the

weekend trial is successful, Carla Hickman,
Director of Residential Life and Student
Activities, intends to have someone at the
entrance of the residence halls at all times.
“The purpose of the check-in desk is to have
records of who is in the halls at all times and
to know who the guests are with in case any
problems arise,” stated Hickman.
Throughout the month of October, the
Department of Student Activities also
sponsored a lecture and a series of training
classes on self defense for any interested
women. The classes were held on October
24,26, and 31 at 6:30 p.m. in the Aerobics
Studio of the Dunham Student Activity
Center. The purpose of these classes was to
teach women basic techniques to protect
themselves from attacks.
Another security idea proposed recently
by Hall Council is a Neighborhood Watch
on campus. The purpose of this Watch
would be to create a safer campus by edu
cating the College community on issues
such as personal confidence, safety tech
niques and safety precautions. Beginning
in the spring semester, Hall Council hopes
to sponsor subsequent self defense classes
and personal safety lectures. In addition,
they will encourage residents to agree to
make their room a “Neighborhood Watch
Room.” To do this, the resident must agree
to keep his own room closed and locked
when not there, keep watch on the safety of
his neighbors and be aware of strangers in
the buildings. Once these are agreed to, the
resident will receive, like homes in sur
rounding neighborhoods, a symbol on the
door stating that they are a member of the
Neighborhood Watch. “The program was
created to help make residents more aware
of their surroundings,” stated Kerry Dyer,
President of Hall Council.

New security team
arrests student fears
by Kim LePage-------------------------------------- —________________________

.•FOR FONTBONNE COLLEGE EMPLOYEES:
•Call your own extension and listen to your messages. If there is no message from Dr.
,Lesc inski by 5:45 a.m„ then classes will be held as usual.

:FOR RESIDENTIAL STUDENTS:
•An announcement for cancellation or delay will be given to each Residential Assis,tant. Residential students should check with their RA to learn of schedule changes

•Evening Classes
• 1. Cancellation of day classes will not necessarily mean the cancellation of nigh
•classes. The decision on night classes, INCLUDING OPTIONS CLASSES, will be made
eby 2:00 p.m. and will be heard on the stations listed above.
• 2. Snow schedule for day classes will not necessarily mean that there will be snow
•schedule in torce forthat evening’s classes. The decision on use of the snow schedule for
•evening classes. INCLUDING OPTIONS CLASSES, will be made by 2:00 p.m. and wil
•be heard on the stations listed above.

Gregory Davis

•Evening Snow Schedule:
’After 4:30 p.m., classes start 1/2 hour late and end 1/2 hour early.
•3. If the weather turns bad during evening classes, it will be the instructor's responsi•bility to dismiss the class.

FOR FONTBONNE COLL GE EMPLOYEES:
decisions regarding cancellation or delay will be on your phone message by 2:30 p.m.

•Saturday Classes
• 1. Cancellation of or snow schedule for Saturday classes will be announced on
"KMOX, Y98 FM, and WIL after 6:00 a.m. on Saturdays.

•Saturday Snow Schedule:
•Saturday morning classes will start 45 minutes late.
•Saturday afternoon classes start at regular time.
.2. If the Saturday weather starts out clear but deteriorates during the Saturday classes,
•it is the instructor’s responsibility to dismiss the class.

photos by Patricia Chavez

In an age and society where crime is
running rampant, Fontbonne College is
making a concerted effort to increase secu
rity on campus. One way they are attempt
ing to do this is by creating a very competent
security Staff. Currently, the College em
ploys two full time security guards; the
confident, friendly veteran, Charles
Simmons, and the new face in town, Gregory
Davis.
Simmons, a 31 year old husband and
father of four, is the Supervisor of Security.
He has held a full time security position
here for nearly five years. Simmons spent
two years as a student at Forest Park Com
munity College and took an additional year
and a half of classes at Fontbonne in seeking
his degree in Pre-Law. Before coming to
work here, Simmons worked as a counselor
for Nasco, a halfway house for children. He

then went to work for Saint Louis Univer
sity as apublic safety officer which prompted
his interest in becoming a security guard.
When Simmons first came to work here,
he did not really want to become involved in
much outside of putting m his time on the
job. However, after getting to know the
administration and sensing his limits, he
became more relaxed, allowed himself to
befriend the students, and got involved with
different groups on campus. Explained
Simmons, “I really like Fontbonne. I like
the feeling I get from the administration and
students of being wanted, needed and ap
preciated. I wouldn’t mind staying here
until I retire.”
The biggest security change he would
like to see on campus in the near future

continued on page 10
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THE NEW PERSON
Irene Costas
Dr. Moore, EN101
During the formative years of my life, kindergarten to fifth grade, 1 attended a small
private school. We were taught to be kind, courteous, and always say “please” and “thank
you”. Each class had a nice mixture of boys and girls, but we still got along. No one was
excluded from recess games or school activities. At the end of fifth grade my parents
decided I should attend Immacolata Catholic School. The school was close to my house and
my younger brother already went there. My parents thought it was an absolutely great idea
that I could attend school with my brother. My first reaction to this idea was outright crying,
because 1 did not want to leave my friends to attend a new school. Finally, after several
weeks, I adjusted to the thought of entering a new school, because it might be interesting
to meet new people. As I was soon to leann, being the new student in sixth grade turned out
to be the worst experience of my life.
My first day at Immacolata is well ingrained in my memory. Classes started at 8:30 and
as usual I was late. By the time I arrived in my classroom all the students were already seated
in their desks. I felt extremely awkward standing in my stiff, plaid uniform, while my
mother introduced me to the sixth grade teacher, Mrs. Van Pelt. The classroom became
silent as all the students stopped their activity and began to stare at me. Mrs. Van Pelt
showed my to my desk and my mother left. I desperately wanted to run out of the room after
my mother, but common sense forced me to remain seated. The morning classes went by
relatively quickly. Immacolata school consists of three floors and sixth grade classes took
place on the second floor. 1 did not have any trouble finding my way around which greatly
eased my fear of becom ing lost. At lunch I ate with the girls, while they asked me questions
about my old school, my religion, and me. The rest of the day went by rather quickly and
when the three o’clock bell rang, I thanked God for getting me through the first day.
As the month of September progressed my class began to harass me. While I was at my
locker the boys would look over my shoulder trying to get my locker combination. For a
week 1 used my locker when the halls were empty, yet the boys still figured out my
combination. Many days I would arrive at my locker to find it already opened. Fortunately,
I solved this problem by getting a new lock. Another problem occurred during art class,
when the girls asked to borrow my markers. I naively agreed to let them use my markers,
because I wanted to be nice and try to make friends. When the markers were returned to me,
the caps were filled with glue. I never let anyone borrow my school supplies again. These
two incidents left me with a feeling of hopelessness and hate toward my classmates. I did
nothing to deserve this kind of treatment. At this point I, who had always enjoyed school
in the past, began to hate it. I loathed each day and tried to think of ways to get out of it.
The first Friday of every month was free dress day and a special all school mass. I enjoyed
these days because we were allowed to wear casual clothes to school. The clothes of choice
were Guess blue jeans. Due to the fact that my old school did not permit the wearing ofjeans,
I did not own any. I often wore slacks or skirts on these free dress days. My clothes made
me an instant target of the girls, because I did not dress according to their standards. Even
the boys in my class picked on my clothes. I felt it was appropriate to dress nice because
we were attending church.
All school mass was quite interesting. I enjoyed seeing how another religion celebrated
the Eucharist, though I could not partake of it, because I am not Catholic. My classmates
could not believe this. 1 tried to explain my religion to them, but they just laughed at it. They
honestly must have thought all the people on the face of the earth were Catholic. I had never
had anyone make fun of my religion before and it hurt my very deeply. At my old school,
we had people of all faiths from Muslim, to Jewish, to Christian. I never made fun of
another’s religion, for I always enjoyed the opportunity to learn how other religions
worked. I hope I am never in a situation where people ridicule my religion again.
During my sixth grade year weekends came and went. All my classmates ignored me,
so 1 had no friends to go out with. Rat her than sit at home and sulk, I often went out to dinner
with my fam ily. After dinner we would sometimes shop at the Galleria. Unfortunately every
sixth grader at Immacolata hung out there also. Their parents would simply drop them off
for the entire night, so the mall security could baby sit them. My classmates saw me with
my family and would laugh at me. On Mondays I was the talk of the class, because I was
out with my parents. I couldn’t stand it anymore. I was a twelve year old with no friends,
who was I to go out with? My classmates wanted me to be excluded from my class, but they
also wanted me to be excluded from my family. My parents helped me deal with this
situation. They taught me to be strong and to ignore the jeers of my classmates. In the long
run, I realized my classmates did not matter; my family did.
The final incident that gave me a new attitude toward school occurred after a long day
of being picked on. I remember being made fun of, by the girls, during the entire lunch and
recess period. That evening 1 received a very strange phone call. My mother answered the
phone and told me it was Sarah. I hesitantly took the phone from my mother, for I expected
Sarah to say something mean.
“Hi, this is Irene.”
“Hi, Irene. This is Sarah. I just called to say 1 am sorry I made fun of you at school today.
1 only made fun of you because everyone else did.”
“O.K.” I did not know what else to say.
“Well, anyway. I got to go. I’ll see you tomorrow at school. Bye.”
“Bye.”
1 hung up the phone and sat on the floor thinking about the conversation. Why did she
call? 1 wondered if her mother heard about the incident and made her call to apologize. At
that moment 1 realized why everyone made fun of me. One person thought it was “cool”
to make someone else feel bad and the rest of the class followed along. Obviously, Sarah
felt bad and decided to tell me. From that day on I disregarded the class’ treatment of me.
I realized they were all very shallow people, who knew they were not perfect; but who had
decided to boost their egos by making me feel bad. The class was not going to make me cry
anymore. It did not matter what my classmates did, they could not change my family, could
not change my religion, and could not change me. I attended school every day with this
attitude and spent my time worrying only about my grades and not my classmates.
I hate to think this experience changed me, but I believe it has. I am now a very quiet
person. I seldom tell strangers about myself for fear I will be made fun of. I have trouble
developing friendships with people, because I seldom talk. The only good change that
developed from my sixth grade experience is my close relationship with my family. My
family will always be there for me, just like 1 will be there for them. Though I learned this
valuable lesson, nothing in the world would make me go back to that time and be the new
person, again.

MAN VERSUS NATURE
Cory Junker
Ms. Mary Troy, En 102
Environmental destruction is an issue everyone has to deal with at one time or another.
We will always have to deal with it because man will always want more. No matter what
is acquired, we will never be satisfied with what we have. This aspect in life is what
separates us from other animals. We seem to disregard and overlook nature just so we can
have a few more luxuries.
There are many reasons why we want to change the environment for our so called
“needs.” People use the growing population as an excuse for many of these changes. Since

the population is
growing so rapidly,
people “need” to
clear forests and
build nice new
homes, even though
there are plenty of
used homes up for
sale. People “need”
their homes to be in
remote wildlife areas,
even though other
people will follow
and become their
neighbors.
Another reason is
we “need” more farm
land to feed all these
people, even though
most of our food gets
wasted or fed to live
stock. Wasting food
isour American right,
and we should be able
to cut down more
trees to waste more
food. Anyway, be
cause of the farmers’
stupidity, the farm
land will be useless
and infertile in ten
years, which will
make great land for
houses.
Another reason
for environmental
destruction is that
people would rather
drain a nearby lake
and set up a shopping
center than drive an
extra ten minutes to
get to one already
built We “need” fifty choices on where to eat and shop. I remember around my neighbor
hood there was a pond surrounded by wetlands. Now there is a Blockbuster Video, Baskin
Robbins, and Fantastic Sams. Even though it is illegal to cut down wetlands, money and
power always seem to be able to get around technicalities in our great society. Even though
there were already two Blockbusters in the area, they “needed” to build one over the
wetlands.
Another reason for destruction of life is that we need more parking lots. Is it that we are
actually parking miles away or that we are too fat and lazy to walk an extra fifty feet? Would
it actually kill someone to walk a short distance? Well, it could if he or she was nicely
adapted to our sit and do nothing society.
Another reason is that we “need” lumber to build our magnificent homes and resorts. In
our “live for today” society, who cares if there are any trees for tomorrow, as long as we have
what we want today. We “need” to cut down trees even though our forestry program is losing
two million a year which the tax payers pick up. What a great society! We get to destroy
nature and pay two million a year for doing it!
As you can see, the reasons for change are faulty. On the other hand, the reasons against
environmental destruction are true and just reasons for the preservations of life.
One reason against the destruction of nature is the disruption of the food chain and life
cycle of the ecological niche. Society views one tree as one tree and nothing more, when
in reality, one tree can support thousands of life forms. It can be a home for birds, a shelter
for raccoons, a food source for bugs, etc. It stops erosion and gives us oxygen so that we can
live. Isn’t the fact that the tree is alive enough for us to want to save it? I guess for something
to be alive in today’s standards, it has to be able to shop.
Environmental destruction causes great stress of the fauna of the ecosystem as well.
Wouldn’t it be less stress you if your home were demolished as well as your way oHiving
and getting food? People who think animals don’t have emotions or stress have to go to the
zoo and actually look into the animals eyes. They have to see the pain and sadness that
animal go through. Then maybe they will see that being without a home could stress an
animal.
Some areas are buffer zones that house many animals and block out many unwanted
sounds of a busy street Depleting buffer zones will not only disrupt the lives of many
animals, but ironically, will decrease the selling value of homes because of the state of the
property.
As one can see, environmental destruction is a terrible problem and must be stopped
before there is nothing left to destroy. But since this is our great American society, it is all
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CONSEQUENCES OF COMMITMENT
Maggie Pratt
Dr. Ben Moore, En 102
J have had summer jobs ranging from miraculous to hellish. Usually, I can sense how the
summer will be after working only a few days. Yet somehow I inherited a great sense of
commitment from my parents and felt obligated to fulfill my duties throughout the summer.
Still, the only thing I gained from sticking it out through a rough job seemed to be a chronic
headache. At one point, I began to question the value of commitment to a challenge, but I
was quickly reassured that the most demanding tasks can be the most rewarding.
This past summer, I volunteered at a summer camp for exceptional children called
Clelian Heights. Miniature golf, music, obstacle courses, crafts, bowling, and aerobics
were just a few activities for the campers. The camp had a playground, a bike circle, a
school, a miniature golf course, and acres of rolling green hills with huge leafy trees.
Assigned to group two, I would be working with eight to twelve year olds for the next two
weeks. Two nuns, Sr. Kathleen and Sr. Susan, led group two and could help me with any
problems I might have. The children in my group had varying degrees of mental and
physical limitations. Due to diseases or severe accidents, all of the children at the camp had
some type of difficulty with the activities.
After a couple of days passed, we gained a few more helpers, and each volunteer was
assigned to work more closely with one or two children. I was assigned to a ten year old girl
named Sheila with coal black hair and complex blue eyes. She was autistic, and I wasn’t
exactly sure what the disorder entailed or how to work with a child with this disease. A little
nervous, I decided to ask Sr. Susan about Sheila. Sr. Susan told me that Sheila had a
moderate case of autism. She spoke, but very rarely. Mostly, she seemed to be in her own
little world, noticing nothing outside her own mind. This was typical for anyone with
autism. “She also doesn’t show any emotions,” she added. “No one’s really sure if autistic
people even feel emotions to a normal degree. Her teacher said that she only saw her smile
once all year, and that was at the Christmas pageant.” She advised me to try to motivate
Sheila to participate in activities, but not to worry if she didn’t respond.
I knew it would be difficult to continuously push Sheila if she was completely unwilling,
but I decided to try my hardest. We did aerobics. I moved her arms to the beat of the music
hoping that one time she might decide to try it herself. We did the obstacle course. I walked
her thorough the course, weaving in and out of big orange cones, as she stared absently away
from the playground. During “bike time,” I sat with Sheila by the sandbox trying to coax
her onto a bicycle. Then I settled for building sandcastles. Sheila and I participated in all
the activities. Her body was moving, but I think that her mind was still somewhere else. I
talked to her throughout the day, but she seemed to tune me out, too. Still, I followed Sr.
Susan’s advice and kept pushing her to participate.
The eighth day of camp began like every other. I held Sheila’s hand over her heart as the
entire camp sang “The Star-Spangled Banner,” and then we joined group two to begin the
day’s activities. We struggled our way through the obstacle course and strained our way
through music class. Then we headed to the bike circle. As Sheila wandered toward the
sandbox, 1 followed and sat down next to her. I ran my fingers over the sand and asked what
size sandcastle she wanted to build. Her steady gaze over my shoulder continued as if I
hadn’t said a word, so I decided that possibly I could get her to look at some of the bikes
that day. Her hand in mine, we walked towards the bike racks. I placed her hand on a pink
Huffy with a flowered seat and bells. She seemed uninterested. I showed her a couple of
ten speeds, but still no reaction. Then I walked her over in front of abig wheel that had three
wide red wheels and a bright yellow seat. The dreamy expression on her face seemed to
change. She seemed almost focused. “Would you like to ride it?” I said quickly before she
lost interest. She looked me directly in the eye. She said nothing, but I decided to try. I placed
the bike on the circle. I walked her over to it and helped her sit down. Then I placed her feet
in the pedals. 1 was impressed. This was the first time at camp that she had sat on a bicycle.
I talkeds to her for about ten minutes. I asked her if she had ever ridden a bicycle, and told
her how much fun it could be. I told her about the bicycles I had owned and when I had first
ridden a bicycle. All of a sudden, I felt the smooth plastic slip out from under my hand. She
had begun to pedal—by herself. I was bewildered, surprised, and exhilarated all at the same
time. She pedaled about fifteen feet, and then it happened. It was the most amazing thing
of all. She stopped pedalling, and turned to look at me. The entire expression of her face
changed, as the comers of her mouth began to turn upward. She smiled.
A CHARACTER SKETCH OF HELLIE
Renee Reed
Dr. Kubala
When I arrived at the door, I rang the bell, in accordance with a polite societal ritual. But
as usual 1 was sure she could not hear the bell over the stereo booming in her haven of aroom.
Peeping inside the door, I
said “Hello? Is anybody
home?” No one answered,
so I walked to her room
and knocked on the door.
“Come in!” a little voice
screeched over the pump
ing heavy metal music.
Helen was lying on her red
bedspread, reading the
newest edition of “Cos
mopolitan.” When she saw
me, she sat upright and
plopped the magazine
down at her feet. A pair of
cute, green yam slippers
hugged her feet like cater
pillar cocoons. “Hello!”
she chirped, as her tiny lips
spread over her braces into
a gleaming smile. “Huh!
Have I got a lot to tell
you!” she began. Her
hands waved in the air as
she spoke. Suddenly I
found myself wrapped in a
continuous band of jab
bering conversation with
this cheery sprite.
Helen pulled and
tugged on the laces of her
huge gray sweat shirt as
she chattered on. It seemed
to engulf her tiny shoul
ders. Hazel eyes danced as
she updated me on the

latest news. Patting her golden brown bob with long, thin fingers, she looked down with a
slight pout and interrupted her train of thought with, “Oh, why won’t my hair grow?” Before
I had a chance to answer, she flitted over to her closet door. “You've got to help me,” she
wimpered, “I have nothing to wear!” I stared at her closet. She knew what I was about to
say, and she giggled. It looked like a fashion boutique of its own!
Finally, she was dressed. Helen was covered from head to toe with her favorite color,
black. As she quickly wriggled into a black leatherjacket, Helen asked me to check the time.
“Where are they?” she screeched, as she bathed herself in a sophisticated scent. “Do they
think we’ll wait all night?” She asked impatiently. I shook my headand looked at my watch.
They were only ten minutes late.
Suddenly the doorbell rang. “Mon Dieu,” she chirped, in a chic French accent, “it’s about
time, huh?” We rushed to the door, and she opened it straight away. “Hi,” said Helen in a
sweet voice. They stared open-mouthed. She was stunning even when she dressed casually.
Leaning over to kiss each one on the cheek, she asked, “how are you?” They were all fine.
The minute we piled into the car, Helen leaned up and begged sweetly to have a chance
behind the wheel. “Can I drive? I’m a good driver. Please?” she whimpered. For a moment,
I could picture Helen at a younger age, begging for a piece of candy. “No way, Helen,” they
yelled teasingly, “you’ll kill us all! ” She let out a little huff of disappointment and leaned
back in her seat. But Helen does not stay upset for long. Reminding her of a recent incident
when she had been driving in America this summer, I looked at her and chuckled. Helen
knew, fight away, what I was thinking. She had driven onto the lawn of a huge mansion,
leaving tire marks on the freshly trimmed grass. Within a second, we were laughing like two
hyenas.

Untitled
Trevor Johnson
The change in the season always strikes an emotional cord for me. The weather cools
slightly and the forests begin to fade from their green splender and a sorrowful sort of
nostalgia descends on my whole being.
My mind wanders off through piles of golden leaves and the crisp coolness and clean
smell of freshly split oak. Stirring in the gentle gusts sway yellowed stalks of com. A serene
silence, save the rustling of the leaves, stiff with age, wraps one in its cool embrace. The
bony fingers of gnarled oaks begin to show from beneath their leafy, reddening sleeves and
the nights begin to grow ever-increasingly devoid of the summer sounds of crickets and
bullfrogs. It is very easy to get lost within your thought and reflection, recalling all your
past autumns and the magic each held.
As I roll to a stop at a silent country road sign, a hushed wind sends fiery, crinkling leaves
skipping across the faded pavement. A year ago, I had traveled that same rural passage to
play football under the shadow of the lights of the local high school. That was centuries ago.
I would gaze up into the cool stars and listen to the muffled sounds of the crowd, their
voices distant because of my thought. The aroma of popcorn hung barely perceptible on
an atmosphere full of nervous anticipation and I welcomed the familiar tightness and ache
of my nervous frame. I would feel the cool grass upon my back and I stretched out in a world
that was much smaller. At that time, my wonderings and worries included only the next few
hours that would transpire.
Stopped at the road sign, I sadly studied the wooded view. Noticing a creaking porch
swing, swinging lonely and silently, I am reminded of the sweet sensations of young love.
Close together in each other’s embrace, swinging lazily and content, sit two figures in my
mind’s eye. They are the lone two people in the world as they laugh and are lost in each
other’s eyes. The rustle of leaves sound remotely in the distance and the warm kisses left
on her their lips are quickly cooled by the gentle breeze. In my mind, the care-free laughter
quickly fades as I realize that this too was another lifetime and these sweet memories are
forever gone.
A carved pumpkin head grimaces from atop a fence post and projects me further back
still to memories of Dracula fangs and vampire blood. With these vital tools of the trade,
I once, eons ago, expertly extracted candied com morsels and Hershey bars from elderly
couples, who threw up their hands in a mockery of feigned terror. Children’s laughter and
miniature hobgoblins still haunt the damp streets of my memories and their tramping feet
are still heard, muffled by the soggy red leaves that lay pasted to the pavement. With
machine-like efficiency, the dwarfish shadows gathered their annual tribute and then
dissolved into night. Back at their lairs, they greedily devoured their hard-won loot. Now
they only exist as shadows in the back of my mind.
A distant dog’s bark conjurs yet another image, embedded deep within my soul. Images
of soggy pant-knees
and dirty elbow and
the dull itch of
smeared grass per
vades my senses.
Sniffling and out of
breath I can feel loose
dog hairs adhered to
my wet, boyish face
as I wrestle raptur
ously against my
ponderous sheepdog.
The saturated ground
slides crazily beneath
me as I grasp desper
ately for a tornado of
fur and find myself
once again on the cold
earth, staring stupidly
at the twisting bare
oak branches as my
companion subdues
me and finishes me
with an onslaught of
dog kisses. That was
so very long ago.
I find myself once
again halted at the
rural road sign. I am
now years older and
much more regretful
that I let these pre
cious memories slip
by so casually.
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The Fontbanner continues its celebration of the essay as
an art form with this third installment of Papers in
the Paper. We wish to recognize those essays of
superior quality written by students in Rhetoric classes,
as an example to fellow students, to engage readers, and
to demonstrate the writers interest in the world around
them.
“WHEN GRATEFUL BEGINS TO GRATE”
WHERE WILL SOCIETY STAND?
Kelly Baker
Dr. Wasko, En 102
In our age, principles like fairness and equality are ill-defined and all but drowned in
reality. But this is thefault ofthe people, not principles... I Moral principles] have the power
to assign responsibility and therefore to provide us with knowledge.
Shelby Steele, 1998

Ellen Goodman’s essay, “When Grateful Begins to Grate,” retells the details of a
marriage beginning in 1964 and continuing into the present. The illustration depicts a
coupling through the eyes of a college educated woman, serving faithfully as both wife and
working mother. As the narration unfolds, the young wife innocently discovers she has
married a “helpful" husband, one who was not insulted or threatened by her choice to work
and, in fact, contributed to the chores of cooking, cleaning, diapering, and feeding
whenever she could not: “All you have to do is ask, he would say with a smile.” None of
her classmates, friends, or even her sister had married such a man, and thus she responded
with sincere gratitude to her seemingly progressive union: “For nothing in her experience
had led her to expect this.” She was grateful to have discovered something better than being
“just” a wife and mother. Yet the illusory nature of her position manifested itself when the
new wore away with repetition and allowed her the opportunity to reflect and question the
part she once readily accepted as household manager, grateful wife and working mother.
Ultimately the discrepancy between the ideal
and the real precipitates controversy within the
woman and leads her to seek a new definition
of her role, one that goes beyond the extremes
of “helpful husband” and “grateful wife.” The
experienced wife began to ponder at questions
of opposites: If one is not grateful, then is one
an ingrate? If one is not helpful, then is one
thoughtless? If one is not oppressed, then is
one the oppressor? If one is not innocent, then
is one guilty?
Ellen Goodman’s essay places into context
the development and change of the social re
lationship between minority groups and those
holding power from the climax of the Civil
Rights movement until today. The grateful
wife cou Id easily represent any equality seeking
individual or group; while the role of the hus
band could have been any group or individual
already holding power. Probably the most
meaningful and intriguing correlation ins the
liason between Black Americans and white
middle class Americans for the past three de
cades.
Like Goodman, most Americans have re
cently reached a point where they are question
ing their role in a relationship which first
emerged through a desire for change. However the partners are divided by race rather than
gender. Black and white Americans have lost the innocence of the late fifties and early
sixties, when anything besides oppression, segregation and bigotry seemed better, and now
“grateful” is beginning “to grate” in this relationship as well. White Americans are asking:
“What do they want! I have been helpful for the past thirty years. When you wanted equal
school, 1 participated in the sit ins. When you wanted equal work opportunity, I voted for
Affirmative Action. When you wanted better homes, I gave my time to build them. All you
had to do was ask and I have been helpful.” While at the same time black Americans are
questioning, “Why should I have had to ask, I have minded my manners well for over four
hundred years. Although you are there to help, for once I would like for you to ask me for
a raise, or a job, or be thankful that I have passed certain legislation.” And like the wife in
Ellen Goodman’s essay, Americans have left the innocent ideology of the Civil Rights
movement and are struggling to define themselves among the extremes—wondering if the
only answer lies in being the opposite of what they once believed themselves to be.
The same unified people who gained their strength through peaceful picketing, “sit ins”
and protest marches, and turned the other cheek to name calling, biting dogs and rock
throwing crowds, all in the name of political equality are questioning their once vital dream
of equality for all. Black Americans who previously chose to put aside their feelings of
mistrust, anger and hatred in order to request quality peacefully being to question their
actions, when after three decades the majority of their people remain in poverty. White
Americans who admitted to the wrongs of the past, lobbied Congress and voted for equal
rights, begin to question their role when helpful efforts seem to make little difference.
Unions begin to deteriorate when unified hard work offers little change or visible progress.
Therefore the same people who once held hands in unity are now “vaguely frightened to
find [themselves] angry” at the part they were once eager to play in order to reach their
common goal. Those who liked to consider themselves good and innocent began a self
interrogation similar to that of the experienced wife. The varying relationship between

black and white Americans today are the result of such an inquiry.
One resolution mimics the wife’s final decisions. For at the beginning of Goodman’s
essay the wife states that “her gratitude has been as deep and constant as her affection.”
Thus, through reflection and analysis the wife made the decision to change her goal. Instead
of perpetuating the extremes defined by “helpful” and “grateful,” the wife state that she
needed a husband who will share. She neither condemns her husband, “[for he is not] an
oppressive or thoughtless man,” nor is she willing to give up on the equality. Through
knowledge gained from experience and time the wife made the choice not to define herself
as an ingrate but to acquire a new goal. This change allowed her to maintain affection and
unity. The knowledgeable wife realized that change comes from moral effort and not self
definition and simple role playing.
Nonetheless, it appears that very few white or black Americans in the nineties have taken
to this ideology. Instead, many Americans have chosen to define character in the race
relationship as either innocent or guilty, grateful or ungrateful, justice seeker or bigot. This
approach has lead to further racial division. Both races believe at one point that they, like
the wife, had joined a progressive union, but when hopeful advancement was not fully
achieved resentment and self-righteousness took over.
Society today not only has separation between the races but fractions among the races.
Violence, poverty, slander and corruption have taken center stage. No longer are there civil
rights for American citizens but black rights, white rights, women’s rights, and men’s rights.
It appears as if either one is active in a race power movement or a member of the indifferent
middle class. Ironically, everyone is innocent of the past, or so they are claiming, and,
therefore, entitled to resign from any responsibility to reach a goal. “Political equality has
failed and I am not at fault, I did my best!” Americans are yelling.
However, the seemingly better message Goodman suggests is a message of shared
sacrifice and relentless effort to get things right, which requires both races to travel together
along another “long, complicated road.” Shelby Steele, in his essay “I’m Black, You’re
White, Who’s Innocent,” describes an effort as “a moral power based on the enduring
principles of fairness and human quality” (p. 226). The wife did not seek power, privilege
or status of any kind, instead she sought shared responsibilities toward the children and
home.
However, for whites and blacks alike, innocence died in the 1960’s and, therefore, “as
went innocence so went power” (Steele, p. 217). Because historically Americans, like all
humans, have not sought after power without feeling entitled to it, they are pointing fingers
instead of changing—claiming that the other group is not trying and, therefore, is guilty of
all the sins associated with the deteriorating nation. In other words, humans often need to
be innocent and righteous because the opposite
is guilty. But many are seeking definition instead
of working for a goal to reach satisfaction. Guilt
is frightening and self-deteriorating, and, to
avoid this pain, guilt must be projected on
another. In other words, “to be innocent some
one else must be guilty, a natural law that leads
the races to forge their innocence on each others
backs” (Steele, p. 217). This type of justice
seeking will soon destroy a union. “No power
can long insist on itself without evoking an
opposition power” (Steele, p. 228). Nonethe
less, awareness of one’s real goals evolves over
time and since change requires much effort,
Steele suggests that “[both races] have a hidden
investment in racial disharmony,” and there
fore seek to define themselves in the extremes
because of the power which can be obtained
with little investment.
Definitions such as innocent, guilty, helpful,
or oppressive are limited to those who choose to
use them in order to define their relationship
with others in society. Often the denotation one
obtains is not a truthful or accurate one, but a
justice seeking label. Yet without strapping
art by Patricia Chavez
themselves and others within such boundaries
in order to innocently continue on in society, many feel uncomfortable. By using classifications
among the extremes one not only confines his view of self but limits how he relates with and
views the worthiness of others. To place a different label on oneself is easier than exerting
the effort and starting a process over with a more informed set of goals.
Political equality has not allowed for the improved conditions the majority once believed
that it would bring about. Americans needs to follow Goodman’s example and change their
goal to meet their needs. Instead of seeking political equality through legislation and laws
Americans need to try something different through clarification and agreement on a new
goal. This time one will be more informed in what one is seeking because the analysis of
one’s trial and error has provided knowledge of what does not work—seeking political
equality—and what possibly will work— seeking economic and social equality. For all
along, while reaching for political equality, it was actually economic and social equality that
would have truly made Americans grateful.
Goodman’s essay clearly points out he levels of development which society has
undergone in the past three decades. However, the wife’s insight has not always been our
own. Goodman uses the metaphor of dance to describe marriage, while Steele questions
whether of not one is married to his or her race or society. One may come to the conclusion
that black and white society are like two partners in a dance. And that dance needs to change
with the music of the time and the more experienced the partners, the more delightful the
scene.
The definition each of us gives to our roles in the future will decide the fate of racial
harmony and societal success. How long will we ignore the fact that unions are like dance
where one partner depend on the other. The success of one depends on the cooperation and
participation of the other. If experience partners in a dance are pulling on extremes, not
reaching for the same goal and not willing to change with the music than neither will be a
success and they will both ultimately fail. Ellen Goodman, Shelby Steele and those who
truthfully work for shared goals understand this.
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FREE WILLY
Deborah C. Gal
Dr. Kubala, EN101

As a nursing student with still much to learn, I was unprepared for the emotional
experience I was about to encounter — an event that has stayed with me ever since.
The morning had just begun like any other morning: 0645, report at the nurses’ station.
Hall 20 West were going to the Galleria, so the residents had to be ready after lunch. Mr.
Parker (the roving Romeo on the floor) was put back to bed twice after being retrieved from
Flora Olsens’ room. Otherwise, we were to make rounds as usual, set up for breakfast, pass
meds, and assist with a.m. care.
Dorothy O’Shea was my assigned resident. Unmistakably scented of lavender, she was
a kindly woman who referred to me as ‘son’ and continually parroted that her sister was
coming to get her our of this place. She didn’t have a sister, and I decided to wear my dress
uniform instead of pants to help orient her to reality, but to no avail. At any rate, it wasn’t
the first time I had been mistaken for a member of the opposite sex, and the way I saw it,
anyone who lives to be ninety-three years of age deserved unconditional respect.
Mrs. O’Shea, or Dottie as she preferred to be called, shared a room with another elderly
lady, who, according to hearsay, has the disposition of a Grizzly, a real rotten apple. The
only evidence of this that I had ever witnessed was her determination to clean her dentures
while they were sti 11 in her mouth and not over a basin as per nursing procedure. She actually
seemed pleasantly lively compared to some of her less spirited counterparts. Mrs.
Wilhemina Brown, often referred to as “Willy the Warrior” or just plain “Willy,” has a
severe face that made one ponder over what tales lived behind her tired blue eyes.
On that particular morning, delivering breakfast trays with eye-opening cheeriness, 1
began to assemble my troops for the onslaught of the day. The life of a geriatric recruit was
more routine than eventful, thus congenial interaction with a zealous student was more
often than not deemed a highlight.
As usual. Dottie complained that her scramble eggs were cold, which always puzzled me
since she drowned them in a sea of ketchup anyway. Willy, on the other hand, quietly
informed me that she didn’t need her breakfast that day. Great, I thought, even the best plan
of attack has its pitfalls. On to my next line of defense. Returning to Willy, I softly asked
her, “Are you feeling well today?” lightly brushing my hand against her wrinkled forehead.
She insistently replied, “Thank you nurse, I don’t need my tray. My angel is here.”
I glanced aside as if looking for an angel and said, “Did you have trouble sleeping last
night?” Slowly shaking her head she repeated that her angel was there.
Silently I noted that she showed no outer signs of distress and that I should probably
check the medication chart to see if she might be experiencing side effects or oversedation
from her meds.
I left the ladies alone to dine in the solitude of faded walls and faded memories. It wasn’t
exactly Shoney’s Breakfast Bar but it was a well balanced diet. I could never get
accustomed to institutional cuisine. Appalled, I groaned at the sight of Willy’s pureed food.
The pancakes resembled a small pile of sawdust accompanied by a scoop of choppy rubble
I assumed to be bacon.
As I headed for the nurses’ station, the concept of angels rushed through my mind. What
did Willy mean when she said that her angel was there? Had they been watching reruns of
‘Charlie’s Angels” or had the Angels played baseball last night? Certainly there were
streams of songs about angels, angels of love, angel of desire. Nearly all the residents who
did crafts had ceramic angels in their rooms. Or maybe it was just some toxic reaction to
our wonder drugs of the nineties.
The relentless buzzing of the call light startled me from my thought. My ladies awaited.
Dutifully, I clicked it off and made tracks back down the hall. Dottie was in the bathroom
freshening up. Willy had dozed off and, from the look of tranquility about her, I felt assured
that her odd dialog earlier had resulted from a ‘bad’ night
However, as I approached the bed to remove her tray, I felt a strange aura come over me.
The stillness of the room sparked chills throughout me. Then suddenly I knew. I knew what
Willy knew. Her angel was here. Willy was gone. Her lifeless shape rested before me in a
peaceful dream. I dared not touch her. I barely dared to breathe.
This revelation still poses questions in my mind and I will always wonder. If I had had
more insight, more knowledge of death and dying, a deeper faith... would I have done
anything differently? I will always wonder what her Angel looks like, where she was in the
room, and if she had in some way touched me? I know Willy Brown did.

THE BLAME GAME
Sian Oliver
Ms. Troy, EN 102
Governor Clinton is a sure loser. His opponents will destroy him when they bring to light
his reservations about the Constitution and the use of family connections with respect to
military service. The target of those accusations was not Bill Clinton, Governor of
Arkansas, but George Clinton, Govenor of New York, who was briefly considered as a
running mate for George Washington in 1789 (Honan E3). See, things have not changed
so much. Here is one of the first instances of negative campaigning in a United States
presidential election. “Mudslinging,” a buzzword for negative campaigning, can be traced
from our Founding Fathers to 20th Century politics. In 1832, Andrew Jackson was pictured
as Shakespeare’s homicidal Richard III, and in 1856 a caricature presented James
Buchcanan as Judas. The 1880 Democratic presidential candidate, Winfield Scott, was
portrayed as the Devil by his Republican adversaries. In the 1940 presidential campaign,
Wendell Wilkie went so far as to make buttons claiming “WE DON’T WANT FI FNOR
EITHER” (Honan E3). American politics has always accepted mudslinging as a perfectly
legitimate way of campaigning; only in the past few decades has there been a return to “nice
guy” politics. So now, as negative campaigns have resurfaced once again, one must ask if
he/she wants America to go back to negative politics, and if this is how he/she wanks to elect
government representative. As informed voters and citizens, Americans must define and
understand mudslinging, understand why people use it, who is responsible for it, if it is
effective, what are the moral implications of it, and then draw a conclusion. I will explore
these questions and draw my own conclusion as well within the parameters of this paper.
What is mudslinging? Is it, as one journalist calls it, “snooping to conquer”, (Honan E3)
or is it something more? Another journalist for USA Today Magazine calls mudslinging
“undermining democracy.” Any definition of mudslinging, especially today, presents a
negative image of the candidates. So why do candidates use negative campaigning when
most people disapprove of its use? U.S. Congressman Jim Talent of Missouri offered this
advice: “People use negative campaigns because it is much easier to tear down another
candidate than to build up yourself. Especially if your record or platform is not strong,
mudslinging is very tempting.” Also, Americans grow weary of hearing how wonderful
different candidates think they are. A person’s attention is more easily grabbed if he/she
hears something shocking or intriguing and, in politics, that is often mudslinging. In today’s
politics, if one candidate decides to go negative, it is almost assured that the other candidate
will as well.
The candidates are not the only ones to blame for mudslinging; the media has certainly
put up no boundaries as to what is unacceptable advertising. The press has to ask them sei ves
if it is right to publish something even if they do not know if it is a fact. The media has to
have its own conscience because they have the ability to say what they please; the public
does not, and recently the press has tended to take their power to extremes. The media can
have a large say in whether mudslinging continues or not because they have the ability to
come down hard on the politicians who do it.
The problem with trying to stop mudslinging is that it is very effective. Advertising,
especially on television, is quite expensive and it is a major gamble for the candidates to
simply reassure the voters that they are better. Unfortunately, voters have not become wise
to dirty politics. The voters are victims of their own apathy. Today, in this society of instant
gratification, voters are more willing to listen to negative ads than to seek out how the
candidates actually stand on the issues.
Americans must decide if mudslinging is morally wrong. Is it right to tear the opposition
apart on what are sometimes half-truths? Mudslinging, if carefully studied, exists almost
always to manipulate the voters. Now, the media is trying to be more cautious in what they
print or allow on television, but politicians have found new loopholes with that as well.
Half-truths—such as candidate’s voting record taken out of context, or generalizations that
misrepresent the true story to the voters are vital in politics. Because of the vicious force
in national politics today, there has been a steady stream away from issues. The media
complains about Americans being more apathetic than ever before, but when side issues are
being covered more than problems that face our nation and world, it is difficult for the public
not to become dissatisfied with the entire system. It is morally wrong to purposely
manipulate and deceive others. Americans are being fooled in the campaigns by the same
people that they are expected to look up to and respect.
The roots of mudslinging come from within the two parties. Mudslinging has trans
formed itself from mere accusations about the
“other” candidate to a high-tech procedure. Each
party has an opposition-research expert who sim
ply digs up dirt on the other candidates. Each effort
has on computer a “hit list” that contains family
dealings, flip-flops on issues, voting records and so
on. Americans have grown weary of negative cam
paigns, but with computer banks operating solely
for that purpose, it seems doubtful that politicians
will make a turn around. The public and the media
have to say to politicians that their behavior is not
acceptable. Politicians must focus more on the
issues that face the nation instead of lying through
half-truths. But the public must also stop being
apathetic. Today’s younger generation is constantly
being called lazy, and I think this is a reputation
well-deserved. The change in politics must come
from within; it has to be a group effort. Politicians
and the media must hold each other accountable to
the truth and then they hold the public accountable
to the real issues at hand. I am not saying that if a
major scandal comes up it should be neglected, but
policies have taken a back seat to petty rumors and
mudslinging. The future, as it stands right now,
looks rather dim. Hopefully, future politicians will
realize thatnobody likes toplay “dirty” politicsand
the change will start then.
Mudslinging is a very complicated subject. It
helps and hinders at the same time. Essentially, the
decision on whether mudslinging continues or not
must come from an ethical base. It is a question of
legitimacy — is it okay to manipulate and deceive
the public? Clean campaigning, according to the
optomistic Talent, will set a trend for the entire
government to be more accountable and honest.
Americans can not look at U.S. history and excuse
mudslinging because it is a “tradition” or “ritual.”
The nineties are supposed to be a time of change,
and hopefully this will be a positive change for
elections as well.
art by Patricia Chavez
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An editor's epitaph

Tightwad generosity:
holiday gift giving on a
budget

by Cynthia Burkhead--------------------------------------------------------------------------

by Valerie Schremp
Would you rather remove your pinky toenails via salad shooter than balance your
checkbook?
Do you spend your free hours overturning the couch cushions in the various department
lounges around campus, desperately hoping to find loose pocket change?
Because you live in such a state of deprived college student squalor, do you dread the
upcoming holiday gift-buying season?
Me, too. Which is why this year. I’ve decided to avoid the malls and put a little love
and time into my Christmas gift giving. Look around you—I bet you never realized that
those plaster chunks crumpling from your dorm room wall, when fused with Colgate Winto-fresh gel and topped with little muffler-clad figures you draw on paper and cut out
yourself, create a fantastic winter ski dioramaor coffee table centerpiece. Dental floss, Pop
Tart wrappers, and paper clips only hint at the thousands of wondrous, af fordable, gift
making possibilities; gift possibilities that scream to your loved recipient,“IC ARE!” Here
are more craft ideas to help you through this dreadful season.
Lately, there’s been this bizarre trend and weird public fascination with dried fruit.
Stores and Infomcricals sell food dehydrators for twenty-plus dollars, and displays of
overpriced banana chips slowly overtake the displays of reasonably-priced Fun-yuns at
Quik-marts across the American land. But you, the smart consumer, spend only pennies
by making your own dorm-made fruit dryer. All you need is a wire coat hanger, scotch
tape, and two foil Pop Tart wrappers. Bend the hanger into a square-shaped frame, and lay
flat the open Pop Tart wrappers. Tape the wrappers into the frame to form a Pop Tart
wrapper shield, and bend the shield until it forms an approximate 45 degree angle. The
recipient of this enchanting gift may dry all kinds of fruit by placing thin slices on the dryer
and placing the dryer in the sun. The sun’s rays bouncing off the Pop Tart wrappers dry
the fruit and create trendy, nutritious, and hopefully bug-free snacks.
For our next ingenious and seasonal gift, you must paw through all the pants and shirts
in your closet and collect all the pocket lint. Do this until you have accumulated enough
for two fist-sized lint balls. Set Ute lint aside, and carefully straighten about four heavyduty, large wire paper clips. Twist the paper clips to each other to create one long wire.
Now, twist each long wire end to a fist-sized lint ball. Gently bend the wire until it looks
like a U-shaped curve—and viola! Brand spankin’ new earmuffs for mom.
What about all those Bic Sties that stopped working the second day you tried to use
them? Put those Girl Scout skills to work using approximately fifteen of the offending
instruments and one container of dental floss. (For aesthetic purposes, you may prefer
Mint.) For starters, tie two yard-length pieces of floss to each end of one pen. Add one
more pen and tie the floss pieces around this pen. Do the same for the next pen, then the
next, then the next, (I believe Scouts call this lashing) until you have finished. Use the end
produc t as a coaster for large beverage vessels, or as a hot pad for casserole dishes that are
.served at a temperature below the Bic Stic melting point.
These gifts represent only a few of many wondrous possibilities: create a jaw exerciser
for the family dog by excavating that year-old clump of moldy macaroni from your fridge
and coating it with several layers of clear nail polish. Decoupage an old Skippy peanut
butter jar using Elmer’s glue and scraps from Irma Kurtz’s “Agony Column” found in
Cosmo back issues, and make a risque pencil holder or vase. Give a aromatic bouquet of
origami flowers produced from used Taco Bell Chilito wrappers.
By giving these marvelous gifts, you’re helped out financially in another unexpected
way: you won’t need to give gifts NEXT Christmas. Your friends and family will take
one look at your college-made gifts and ditch you THIS Christmas.
Tis the season to be lonely—happy creating!
*****
To Mama Cynthia, our soon-to-be-disappearing Fonteditor: thanks for the bizarre
stories, the feminist, literary, and newspaper advice, warning us about the ever-dreaded
dining hall booth nail, transporting us to Aesop's in the mom-mobile (I never did get
shotgun! Waaaah!) and for reccomending a salve for that rash that appeared on my ear after
I wore that rubber gorilla mask Halloween weekend. You'll be missed.

There is something of a tradition ofjournalists saying good-by publicly. When a person
dies, final words etched on granite or marble serve as a reminder that they once filled some
purpose on this earth. When a writer moves on, their final words become a marker for the
purpose, hopefully useful, that they once served at a newspaper. I am moving on and out
beyond the comfort of undergraduate life, and here leave my final words.
As far as useful purposes, I can confidently claim a few. I managed to get the Fontbanner
office an air conditioner, which everyone thought was great until we plugged it in and it
overloaded the circuits, wiping part of the September layout off the computer. I also
requisitioned a light for our archive closet, which the Physical Plant very nicely installed.
While it’s much easier to see rather than feel for that ten year old issue of the Font, my
colleagues tell me their romantic hideaway has lost much of its ambiance.
Those are a few of my individual contributions to this newspaper. The greatest
improvements to this publication over the past couple of years are not a result of any
individual effort. These can be attributed to a very close, cohesive, and caring group of
students focused on producing the most professional newspaper they can for this college.
I am proud to be a part of this group, whether it’s in the final hours of production, when
individual focuses are intense and tempers are short, or in those more relaxed moments
when I function as the target of mother jokes and cola soaked spit wads. All of these times
are and will remain special to me.
I can't say I am totally satisfied with our efforts. It’s not the proofing errors that nag at
me, or the continuous struggle of getting too many stories on too few pages. I’m bothered
by our readership’s laryngitis. In the three semesters I’ve been with the Fontbanner, we
have received two letters to the Editor. This indicates one of two things. Either members
of the College community have nothing to complain about, or they just don’t use the most
effective vehicle for their complaints. I suspect it’s the latter, since I rarely go through a
day without hearing at least one student or staff member or teacher lamenting about
something College related.
One of the most surprising books I ever read was a compilation of letters to the editor.
They weren’t written by your normal citizens gifted with freedom of speech. They were
written by Soviet citizens in the early stages of glasnost, when the idea of individual liberty
was still as new as the Colonel’s chicken. They were written to the editors of Ogonyok
magazine, whose name means small fire. Among the many letters were the following
words, written by a Moscow student in 1989:
“We are taught blindly to repeat obsolete views of reality, as if we were living not in the
time of “new thinking,” but at the height of the Cuban Missile Crisis. They teach us to
submit blindly to someone else’s will....For some reason, they think that military training
will make real men out of us, but I think that its basic purpose is to inculcate a cult of force
and the desire to obey without thinking...A man should be brave, clever and strong, but he
has to be capable of independent and proud thinking and use those qualities for the good
of people and society.”
My desire for the Fontbanner is that those for whom the paper functions use it well, and
use it often, for the good of themselves and the community.

Congratulations to ‘DC's
‘Decembergraduates! <

Kartiin Box

Jason Hoeing
Senior

Matt Monken
Freshman

Julie Marchetto
Junior

Tf he is, he has his own
lambchop company by
now, and he might
possibly be. i saw a large
header hair, rhinestones,
and furry cheeks in the
ma» last Friday.”

"Yes, and only
God knows what
he's doing with
Michael.'’

"Yes. because I saw him
last weekend in a blue
Delta 88 pulling into a
liquor store, it was on Elvis
Presley Blvd., two blocks
away from Graceiond, he
ran a red light.”

Stephanie
Russotto
Junior
"Yes, Elvis lives in the
hearts of his fans,
and, of course, on
the 2nd floor of
Gracetand.”

by John Fischer
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Portrait in black and white: Jane Barrow
by Karen Byington

—______________________________ _______ _ _________________________________

On October 21, people stood on the porch
you might see
and wandered the halls of the R. Duane
how her imagina
Reed Gallery in the Central West End,
tion has encour
located at # 1 North Taylor at Laclede. The
aged her fresh
Gallery celebrated the opening of an art
man design stu
show featuring Fontbonne Art Department’s
dents. For one of
own Jane Barrow.
their projects she
Talking to Jane about this show she ad
broughtinbagsof
mitted, “I’m always a little depressed and
fall leaves and
hard on myself before a show, wondering
had them develop
which pieces are the ones expressing what
their ideas incor
I’m trying to achieve. But when it opens,
porating
the
it’s a guaranteed high. At the opening
naturally colorful
reception, everyone comes up and says how
leaves with col
ored paper.
they love your work, and it feels great. Of
course, the next day the work starts all over
Jane never
again, getting ready for the next show months
taught before she
away.
came
to
The thread running through most of her
Fontbonne.
drawings in this show involved water. With
When she arrived
just a few strokes of charcoal, Jane showed
in 1991, “every
the beauty and tranquility of a winding river
one was encour
with the trees and weeds gently blowing
aging, and teach
with the breeze. “Water has always been a
ing others has
part of my life. I used to sail a lot when I was
helped me focus
on my own ideas
younger, and then this summer I went float
ing for the first time. I loved the way the
and style.”
scenery on the river changes around each
Asked if she
bend, and 1 tried to capture that feeling in
had
always
my work.”
wanted to be a
Discussing her work, Jane said that it
teacher or artist, Jane said she didn’t get
“has been both oil paint and black and white
interested in art until her Jr. year in high
drawings. I find it a challenge to work with
school. “In Boston I attended a large school
black and white alone, trying to express a lot
and took music through my sophomore year
with so little.” Never being completely
because the art department wasn ’ t very good.
satisfied is a part of an artist life. Jane said,
Then right before my junior year, my par
“I think I still have farther to go; it’s not as
ents moved to Maryland where I attended
gutsy as 1 would like, and I want to experi
Little Cornal Zadok Magrudder High
ment with paint, play around with land
School, a small school right next to a corn
scapes and exercise my imagination.”
field. It was a lucky move, though at the
Exercising her imagination seems to
time I thought my life was over. All my
come naturally to her. This semester, if you
friends were in Boston, and the music de
happen to be on the 3rd floor of Fine Arts,
partment was non-existent. The art depart

ment, how
ever, was ex
cellent.
I
started hang
ing out there
talking to the
woman who
taught all of
the
art
classes.
There was
one large stu
dio with a
little of everything
available to
try;
printmaking,
ceramics,
painting and
drawing.
“The
teacher was
very ener
getic
and
good at moti
vating stu
dents, even
the ones who
...
were trouble
makers in other classes. 1 remember how
she encouraged one boy to paint Led Zep
pelin on his leather jacket. He spent hours
working on this getting it just right. No
matter who you were, she would find out
what you were interested in and encourage
you to do your best.” The admiration Jane
felt came through as she continued. “I don’t
think I was a problem student, but I was
very moody and introspective. She encour
aged me to bring out my feelings in my art.
Receiving a high school art scholarship, I
checked out a number of colleges and was
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most comfortable at Rhode Island School of
Design. I worked hard there, learned a lot,
but it was difficult because everyone was
doing abstract and I was a realist.”
What did Jane do after graduating with
an art degree? “I got a job at a supermarket
and moved in with my grandmother. Over
a two year period I floated around at differ
ent jobs until I started working at a copy
place where I helped people design things.
I decided I liked it, so I took some graphic
[design] classes and eventually worked for
a graphic design company. I also started
doing some serious painting and had my
first show by moving all of my furniture out
of my apartment and inviting all of my
friends and former employers. I even sold
a few pieces.”
This seemed to be the catalyst to get her
on the right path. Jane went to graduate
school at Indiana University. ‘This was my
first exposure to the Midwest; though most
of my fellow students were from New York.”
Two years later she was studying in Italy for
the summer and then on to Fontbonne.
As an artist and teacher, Jane is still
growing. “As my work and I get more
mature I try to recognize when an idea in my
head is good and when it isn’t. I try to allow
my imagination full play, get all of the ideas
I have and examine them.” Jane compared
this process to brainstorming in a business
office setting. “Though I still struggle to
understand and communicate it - there is
structure and discipline to creative think
ing.
The show at R. Duane Reed Gallery will
run through December 4. In April she will
have a new show opening at Florissant
Valley Community College.

Married, Mom, and making the grade!
by David Hemminger—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ________________________________________
When we think of the non-traditional age
student, the first thought that comes to mind
is usually what makes them different than
the traditional student. Even the term “nontraditional" tends to set the older student
apart from the majority of college students,
so one of the most surprising things about
talking with non-traditional student Cynthia
Burkhead is how much she and traditional
students are alike.
I talked with Cynthia in the cafeteria ,
where she muses over lunch with her fellow
classmates. Although many students jok
ingly refer to her as their “School Mother,”
it is obvious that they think of her more as a
friend and peer. The differences in age
became insignificant as I listened to them
interact, joking, sharing stories, and throw
ing food and paper across the table at each
other. I realized that Cynthia and her peers
take the same courses, work against the
same deadlines, and take the same exams.
Graduating from college is as much work
for a 36 year old as it is for a 19 year old.
Cynthia is a senior English major with a
concentration in professional writing, and a
minor in Religious Studies. Married with
four children, Cynthia says that time man
agement is the most difficult aspect of go
ing toschool. By doing her own homework
with her children she is able to spend time
with the family. Cynthia joked about this
skill. “I’ve often thought that college is
preparing me for many possible choices.
One of them, a last resort, would be working
as a time management consultant.”
College has always been a goal for
Cynthia. “I had hoped to attend college
right out of high school, but at the time it
was not financially possible. I did take a
few courses at the community college,

mostly in administration of justice. “ Be
fore starting college full time in 1990, she
spent time in the National Guard and on
activeduty in the Army. She also worked as
a retail detective at a large department store
and as a staffing coordinator at a nursing
agency before enrolling in 1990 at the
University of Missouri-Kansas City, as a
pre-med major. Quickly becoming frus
trated with her science courses, she realized
that her true passion is English. She trans
ferred to Fontbonne in 1993, after attending
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville,
and Belleville Area College, and changed
her major.
In her first year at FC she was selected as
English Major of the Year and began work
at The Fontbanner as layout editor and
became Editer-in-Chief after her first se
mester.
Cynthia claims that the best part of
Fontbonne so far is the friendships she has
formed here. By listening to her peers, I
know that those friendships mean a lot to
them also, and she will be missed when she
graduates at the end of this semester. She
plans to attend graduate school and even
tually teach in the St. Louis area.
Cynthia says that she has benefitted from
traditional age students; they have made her
college experience here more rewarding by
giving her the whole college experience.
Traditional and non-traditional students
have so much to offer each other, Cynthia
claims. “My younger friends have taught
me not to take things too seriously, that
there is plenty of time to smell the roses, and
I think I have shared a sense that there is
much that needs taken seriously, so please
don’t eat the daisies.” Although Cynthia
has the difficult task of raising a family, she

points out that older students don’t have all
the social worries that younger students
feel. “I can’t imagine carrying 18 hours of
coursework, and worrying about having a
date for the Spring formal.”
In deciding to return to school, Cynthia
admits that she had to convince herself that
she deserved it. Sharing a little of this, she
stated, ‘There were alot of situations I al
lowed in my past which worked against my
self esteem. But I never forgot the thrill or
the urgent desire learning has always given
me. Since I’ve allowed myself this gift, I
can’t imagine ever stopping the education
process again.” After seeing what a positive
influence she is to others and seeing how
well she manages school and family, one
must wonder how she could have ever
doubted that she deserved it.

THE FONTBANNER STAFF WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS OUR
LOVE AND GRATITUDE TO OUR MENTOR AND FRIEND, CYNTHIA BURKHEAD. GOOD LUCK
IN ALL YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS; WE KNOW YOU'LL BE A SUCCESS IN ALL YOU DO.

Questions?
Concerns?
Complaints?
Address
your issues
and your
letter to the
editor today!
Put your classified ad
here for $4.00 per line,
or a little more if you
want to get fancy.

Wanted!!!
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Mike Glader-------------Loose, the new album by
folk singer Victoria Williams
is the perfect example of how
little critical acclaim has to do
with an artist’s success. After
two highly acclaimed albums,
Victoria Williams was des
tined to a career of obscurity.
In fact, it seemed that other
than critics, no one else had
even heard Williams’ music.
Things were so bleak that her
record label quit printing copies of her al
bums, and the probability that they were
going to fund a new album was slim to none.
Ironically, this is what would help gamer
Williams the recognition she deserves.
Likemany musicians, Victoria Williams
had no money to afford health insurance.
Unfortunately, she was diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis and had no means to pay
for her medical bills. However, Williams
had gained a strong fan base in the music
community, and artists ranging from Lou
Reed to Pearl Jam contributed their own
versions of Williams’ songs for the album
Sweet Relief: A Benefit for Victoria
Williams. All initial proceeds went to pay
for Williams’ medical bills and the new
proceeds go to any musicians in need of
emergency health care. The caliber of
musicians that contributed tracks sparked
an interest in Williams’ song-writing. This
renewed interest al lowed both the re-release
of one of her older albums and the release of
a new album.
With this in mind, I really wanted to like
this album. Victoria Williams is one of the
strongest singer/songwriters alive today, but
the resulting album seems both rushed and
overproduced. Part of the appeal of Wil
liams’ music is a sense of Southern inno
cence, typically contrasted by lyrics that are
both quirky and solemn reflections on the
past and its relation to the present. This
contrasting innocence is lost with the addi-

Folk
You!
tion of string quartets and brass hom sec
tions. Only in the instances of “Crazy
Mary” and “Get Away” do the added
instruments avoid totally distracting the
listener from the song itself. Also, the
album has a problem with consistency. The
quality of the songs range from the terrific
(“Crazy Mary,” “Nature’s Way,” and
“Hitchhikers Smile”) to the absolutely
horrible (“Happy to Have Known Pappy”
and her sugar-sweet rendition of the Louis
Armstrong standby “What a Wonderful
World”).
Despite these major faults. Loose is
generally a good album that falls far short
of its potential. Forexample, “Crazy Mary”
may be the most powerful song Williams
has written, yet the song cries to be more
simple. While the orchestrations do not
distract the listener, they seem out of place.
There are however, some surprising mo
ments: Williams is at her best when she
stays true to her folk-rock roots and,
ironically, those moments are provided by
her collaborations with Peter Buck and
Mike Mills of R.E.M. and Dave Pimer of
Soul Asylum. The most notable of these
collaborations is “Nature’s Way,” which
features a duet with Pimer while Buck sets
the mood on guitar. The other stand-out
collaboration is “Hitchhikers Smile,” which
uses Buck’s coral sitar to blend
middle-eastern style music with Williams’
folk sensibilities. Another pleasant surprise
is the song “Waterfall,” which starts out as
a typical folk song and moves towards a
more jazz-oriented feel.
Maybe with a little more time, this could
have been an exceptional album. Instead,
you get an album that contains several
songs that are either too raw, or have too
much going on to get a clear grasp of the
song itself. However, one cannot blame
Williams; it seems the record company
wanted to get a new product out while they
still detected oil in the well.

Theater majors make mark

by Eric Meyer-------------------------------------------------------“Even if we hadn’t made it, the experi
were chosen. This gives them opportunities
ence would have been worth it,” says ac
to perform in summer stock theaters across
tress Laurie Jerger on her trip to
the country as representatives of SETC.
Murfreesboro, Tennessee to participate in
Aimee Libke summarized the audition
the Southeastern Theater Conference
ing experience: “Auditioning is an exciting
(SETC). Companioned with John Fischer
and total experience. In theatre, your com
and Aimee Libke, all three fresh from their
modity is yourself, you are your own prod
performance in Hamlet, they made the road
uct; it’s a business. Hopefully our market
trip on Friday, October 28, to attend the
ing strategies will work as well in Virginia.”
conference. The conference is one of four
John Fischer performed two pieces from
national conferences, the next in the
Shakespeare, one from The Tempest and the
midwest (Mid-West Theater Association other from Hamlet, and a song from Fiddler
MWTA) in February, which the trio also
on the Roof. Aimee Libke performed a song
plan to attend.
“Art Is Calling For Me” and excerpts from
They had already been to Tennessee last
two plays, one from Two Rooms and the
year, performing for the conference. John,
other from Greater Tuna. Laurie Jerger
Aimee, and Laurie were chosen as
performed “U.F.O. Menace” from Woody
Allen, Death and the
alternatives,and
Maiden, and the song
DrewDeCaro was
“What Did I Have I
chosen as a conference
member. This year, the
Don’t Have Now”
from the musical On A
alternates
turned
Clear Day You Can See
members. When asked
Forever.
what this means, John
Confronted by suc
Fisher replied, “You
cess, John Fisher re
gotta’ pay dues.”
plied, “it is comforting
In Tennessee, the
and refreshing to know
actors, all seventyand believe that my
three, had one and a
half minutes to per
current
academic
coaching and teaching
form
for
three
is indicative of the atti
adjudacators. Twentythree were to be cho
tude and requirements
of the profession em
sen from Tennessee to
ployment which I seek
go, ten from out of
state, and seven alter
and love.”
“Everyone should
nates. Of the ten new
go to Murfreesboro,”
members,
John,
Laurie Jerger
Laurie, and Aimee
closed Laurie.

Danes Applauded
by Cynthia Burkhead-------------------------------------------------------------:
I confess. I was a reviewer with an
attitude when I walked into the Fontbonne
Theater on October 14. Three actors, two of
them female, taking turns with the lead role
of Hamlet. A pared down, dissected version
of Shakespeare’s great tragedy.
1 don’t think so.
At least I didn’t think so. I didn't believe
the play could be what it should be with what
this production was attempting.
And 1 was, for the most part wrong (relish
those words, readers, I try to be wrong so
little). The moment I walked into the theater
and saw the flickering candlelight which
skirted the stage, my attitude began to warm.
Curtain open, the audience had those mo
ments before the tragedy began playing it
self out to feel the cold, Danish stone of
Elsinore, recreated in a minimalist yet ef
fective manner, given life only by that row
of dancing candle flames.
The shadowy character of the stage was
carried into the cast and crew’s introduction
onstage. All were dressed in black, donning
white masks devoid of emotion. The actors
were disconnected from any real personal
ity, ready to assume the many roles each
would have to portray for this performance.
The cast, with few exceptions, proved up
to the challenge. Particularly impressive
were the Hamlets, Laurie Jerger, John
Fischer, and Aimee Libke. Individually and
together they demonstrated the develop
ment of the character, one of the doubts I
carried into the performance, from youth
fully emotional and indecisive, to mature

and steady in both conviction and action.
The delicate jobs of the female actors, Laurie
Jerger, portraying the Hamlet in the final
tragic scene, and Aimee Libke as Hamlet
confronting his mother, Gertrude, (played
beautifully by Sheila Stephens) in the bed
room scene which so many critics and in
terpreters have attached Oedipal meaning
to, were carried off superbly. The excep
tional acting of John Fischer as Hamlet
provided a coherent and believable bridge
between the two female performances, a
situation which, with lesser talent, would
have been problematic.
The remainder of the cast showed they
had the talent required to support the strong
lead performances. Along with Stephens’
portrayal of Gertrude, Steve Cook’s
Claudius and Natalie Schott’s Ophelia were
especially notable. John Campbell’s
Polonius was believable, yet perhaps too
comedic for the tragedy, a consideration
supported by the audience’s laughter at the
character’s demise.
The staging of Hamlet was as splendid as
the acting. The device employed for ex
changing one actor for another as the Prince
of Denmark was ingenious as well as mov
ing. The exchange was visual, with simul
taneous donning and removal of a crown, as
well as personal, with each player giving
soliloquy to the audience in unison. The
choreography of the final scene was equally
impressive, with enough grace to give the
movement beauty, but not so much as to
detract from the nower of the swordsman-

John Fischer

ship.
While the stage construction and lighting
were excellent, sustaining a feeling of empty
darkness throughout the play, the voice of
Hamlet’s ghost seemed overdone, more
Halloween than Hamletian. Fortunately,
old Hamlet doesn’t make himself heard in
the final scene, and the near total annihila
tion did not suffer from this distraction.
There was, however, another element
which threatened interruption of the tragic
effect for the audience. The presentation of
the book, the written Hamlet, at the end of
the performance when all actors were again
wearing white masks, was a commendable
tribute to Shakespeare and his place in the
English canon.
Yet the presentation
somehow cheated me of the silence of the
theater, just after the tragedy is complete,
when the effect washes over me and connects
with me. Instead of effect I received a
message, a reminder that this was a piece of
writing after all, simply make believe.
There is a possibility this cast and crew
will give us Hamlet again in the future. I
can’t think of abetter gift to this community,
a gift already excellent, which could only
become more so.
Editors note: The Fontbanner would
like to apologize to the cast ofHamletfor the
photo mistake during performance. We're
learning.

Aimee Libke

Fontbonne College

Graduate Thesis Exhibition
1994
Bachelor of Arts
Siriwan Hiranlertprasert

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Kimberly Ann Kantner

Master of Arts
Ching-Chuan Chan
Karen Marie Hizer
Shih-Fang Hsu
Pao-Chien Huang
Wen-Yung Huang
Shu-Mei Lin
Tsai-Yi Lin

Exhibition Date: Nov.

30 - Dec. 17,1994

Reception: Nov.

7-9 p.m.

30,1994
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Hunger hits home for FC students
story and photos by Valerie Schremp--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Thursday, November 17,1 ate potato
soup with cheese for lunch. By dinner, I
was starving.
That statement may not be an exaggera
tion. I n honor of World Food Day, Campus
Ministry sponsored a hunger meal simula
tion. Participating students drew numbers
to determine whether they would represent
people from a first, second, or third world
country. Each participant was given an
amount of food equal to what a person of
their social class would eat.
Reps from a first world country ate
whatever they wanted from the food line,
and sat at a linen tablecloth-covered table
with linen napkins. Nancy Johns, Paula
Lindsay, and Jennifer Burke enjoyed a lim
itless supply of pork loins, spaghetti with
tomato sauce, milk, and mixed vegetables.
The reps from a second world country,
Katie Beegle, Bryan Hindrichs and Mary
Cummins, enjoyed rice, soup, and water
while sitting at a plain table.
The reps from a third world country,
Cory Junker and myself, ate only rice and
water and sat on the floor.
The groups joked with each other about
the newly assigned social classes, and Cory
and I became the butt of jokes and teasing.
“Am I allowed salt for this rice?” I asked
Bryan Hindrichs, a second world represen
tative. “Yeah, but you have to beg for it,”
he said. We laughed as he taunted me with
the salt, holding it just out of my reach.
“The ftxxi’s great over here!” we heard
from the linen-covered first world table.
“Hey, do you guys need a refill from the
watering hole?”
Though the groups joked and kidded, it
was difficult to avoid the seriousness of the
issue at hand. While eating the last of my

Nancy Johns enjoys first class dinner Cory Junkerenduresthird world hunger

rice serving, I noticed Mary Cummins, a
second world representative, place her half
eaten tray of rice and soup on the
dishwashing conveyer belt. “I’m not hun
gry anymore,” she claimed.
After a brief prayer service in the Anth
Lounge, the group discussed the meal and
commented on other student’s reactions.
“Nobody in the dining hall asked what we
were doing,” commented Paula Lindsay.
“The other students didn’t know the time of
day. When they saw the third world people
sitting on the floor, they rolled their eyes
and said, ‘God, how embarrassing.’”
“I felt guilty! ” claimed Jennifer Burke, a
first world rep. “When I walked into dinner
this evening, I thought of it as just another
meal. I felt far away from the other social

groups.”
Glancing at the event’s sign-up sheet, I
noticed that many students had signed up
for the event but had crossed off their names
at the last minute. I guess the temptation of
dining hall pork loins overtook them.
“People can see hunger on television or
in a book, and they can turn off the televi
sion or close the book, but that doesn ’ t mean
the problem doesn’t exist anymore,” com
mented Paula Lindsay.
At the end of the evening, I placed my
empty tray and glass on the dishwashing
conveyer belt amongst the trays of half
eaten vegetables and spaghetti. I walked
out of the dining hall that evening with a
growling stomach and opened eyes.

Guards, continued from page 4
would be to install a more stringent and
permanent entrance policy in the resi
dence halls. The biggest non-security
change he would like to see would be to
integrate the College into one collective
organization rather than the more sepa
rate, segregated groups.
When away from Fontbonne, Simmons
enjoys a variety of competitive recre
ational sports and prides himself on his
efforts to be the best role model, husband
and father possible.
Davis, a 29 year old father of three, was
recently hired as Fontbonne’s second full
time security guard in replacement of
Darren Grant. Davis, a graduate of Beau
mont High School, received a Certificate
of Data Entry from United College.
Outside of being a security guard, his
interests include playing chess, baseball
and football with his friends.
Davis was first introduced to the posi
tion by Simmons whom he met at a re
quired, yearly security class which pro
vides helpful insight on changing laws as
well as any other need-to-know informa
tion. He was hired by Fontbonne to work
Wednesday through Sunday nights from
8 p.m. to 4 a.m..
While on duty, he and Simmons are to
basically act like campus police. Their
duties include making sure all doors are
properly locked, all necessary lights are
off, and ensuring the campus is wellprotected. When not working at FC, Davis
is employed by the Pinkerton Security
Agency to do any work that they have
available for him.
“My first impression of Fontbonne was
that it was pretty crazy,” commented
Davis. “But since then, things have settled
down and everyone seems really normal
and nice.”

Alumni auction sails to seasonal success

by Marianne Schanthal

Early Christmas shoppers took advan
tage of the many bargains to be had at the
Alumni Affordable Holiday Auction held
on November 10 in the Alumni Caf’. Over
70 participants bid on handmade holiday
craft items and other novelties donated for
the event. Since its beginning in the early
1980s, the auction has offered “affordable”
holiday shopping in a relaxed setting of fun
and friendly bidding.
Items offered through the silent auction,
oral auction and for purchased included
handmade wreaths, holiday decorations,
decorated sweatshirts, centerpieces, knits,
crochets and home-baked goods. Shoppers
were also able to purchase refreshments
during the evening.
The admission fee was a holiday gift that

could be used in the auction and monetary
donations were also accepted. The auction
brought in over $1,500 which will go to
support the Alumni Association and its many
projects.
Betty Amelotti '77 and Joyce Sudhoff
’79, this year’s co-chairs, worked all sum
mer and fall making craft items and coor
dinating the event. Sue Geile ’70 acted as
auc tioneer and other members of the Al um ni
Board donated baked goods and helped on
the auction floor.
Julia Simpson, alumni director, said this
year’s event was a lot of fun and everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves. “It was a good
way for the alums to socialize with other
alums and staff members they hadn’t seen
since the last auction.”
photo by Patricia Chavez

An architect's rendition of the parking lot plans
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Walsh, continued from page 12
extract some semblance of meaning. After
about two hours of pulling apart this poem
the two of us were so bleary-eyed and
mentally fatigued that difficulties would
doubtless have arisen in interpreting a few
lines from Mother Goose. Yet, at the height
of my exhaustion and confusion, Kevin
leaned back in his chair, and in this very
satisfied and relaxed way, said, “Wow, I
think I understand it.” I could have thrown
him from his second-story window.
Without question, an over-arching sense
of having fun hangs above every thing he
does. One of the most charming bits of

evidence supporting such a statement is the
fact that every year on St. Patrick’s Day,
Kevin wears this kelly-green sport-coat and
blue necktie with green shamrocks printed
on it. And every year it slays me.
Looking back, it’s hard to think of any
one I’ve had more positive interactions with
in the last three years, or anyone who it’s
been such a pleasure getting to know than
Kevin Walsh. He’s a true original, as well
as someone I’ve enjoyed meeting at IHOP
once every spring for the traditional,
springfest morning breakfast.

St. Agnes, continued from page 1
objection to the house’s inclusion in the
benefits package.
In 1924, during Fontbonne’s construc
tion, the house belonged to the Kehoes,
Hassett’s relatives. The college bought St.
Agnes at a low price, only to find that a
residential law prohibited them from using
the house for any purpose other than a single
fam ily residence. The college was forced to
sell the house. Toward the end of the decade,
when the house became available again, the
college acquired a permit from the city of
Clayton, which allowed St. Agnes to be used
at the school’s discretion. The first occu

pants of St. Agnes were the junior sisters,
women completing their education after
taking their first vows. Since that time, the
building has housed Sisters affiliated with
the college, including current residents.
Patton explained some of the benefits of
having Dr. Golden on campus. “The stu
dents are going to like having access to the
president as often as he allows, and he does
allow that a lot. You can walk over to the
back yard and sit down and talk business.
And he’s that kind of person. So the loca
tion, along with his personality, is a fit.”

Steinem, continued from page 1
book. As a “take no shit older woman”
Steinem sees the need to stop trying to
correct old rituals, and instead to create
new ones which celebrate our meanings.
Shcenvisionsopening a new business, built
on these thoughts, called “Rituals to Go.”
“1 no longer fear ending up where I began,”
she read, “Now I see that context is all.”
From that perspective, Steinem recom
mends “the freedom that comes from ask
ing, ‘Compared to what?”’
Steinem then turned the evening over to
the audience. Many of the questions focused
on the recent election. Steinem stated that
while the Republican wins are important,
“we need to look first at our part in it. Voter
turnout was too small.” For improvement
Steinem advised the audience to “make
sure your community groups feel respon
sible for voting their membership. Belong
to no organization that doesn’t turn out
90% of its vote.” According to Steinem,
the most important issue facing women in
1994 is self-improvement, and only the
individual knows what effects them. To
have children in safety, and not to have

children are the two areas of reproductive
freedom which need addressed. Another
important area for women in general is the
holding down of two jobs, one inside and
one outside the home. Steinem stated that
society has finally become “convinced that
women can do what men can do, but not that
men can do what women can do.”
Throughout the discussion Steinem
commented on various personalities, in
cluding: Rush Limbaugh, “I’m glad I’m not
him. It must be a great burden. He’s so full
of anger. He’s dangerous, he and the whole
talk show phenomenon,” President Clinton,
“He’s better than we deserve. He actually
listens, and they call it indecision,” The
Pope, “He’s a disgrace to the shirt he has on
as far as I’m concerned,” and Mort
Zuckerman, “I’m aproselytizer, and it didn’t
work.”
After more than two hours speaking on
the temporary stage, Steinem moved to the
Caf, where she signed books for her ad
mirers, still smiling, still graceful, still as
sured.

Service -Addressing
the Needs of
Our Times

Fontbonne
Focus

Sarah Carrico, a freshman speech-language pathology major,
serves at the Cardinal Ritter Institute in their adult day care
center.
"The adults attend the center during the day when their children
are at work. I help around the center doing whatever they
need me to do. For instance, I help serve their meals and
gather everyone for the daily activities such as musicians or
zoo keepers coming to visit. I thought this would be a good
opportunity for me to get off campus and experience something
different. It's also good for my field of study. Many of these
people are stroke victims, and I will be working with them when
I graduate."

Stephanie Russotto, a junior special education major, serves at
the Coalition for the Environment.
"I heard about this organization through the Fontbonne Environ
mental Club. I thought I would be doing something good for the
the environment. So far I have worked on several mailings for
the Coalition. Growing up in Bridgeton, I have become very
conscious of the environment because of the proposed Page
Avenue expansion that would take part of Creve Coeur Lake."
Sharon Jackson, a non-traditional age junior human service
major, serves in the Parish School ot Religion (PSR) at St.
John's Catholic School in Imperial.
"I teach religion to public school children on Tuesday evenings
and work on community service projects for the 8th grade
confirmation class at St. John's. I also take troubled kids aside
and help tutor them during class. This project fulfills me
spriritually and keeps me active in PSR. It allows me to con
tinue my education."

Fontbonne
Graduation Mass
tAskol's

fessing f Celebrate ^ccompbishmentsf

Fontbonne College Music Business Department
presents

The 11th Annual Rosebud Ragtime Festival
Featuring America's most recorded
pianist, composer and arranger.
The world class artistry of

Sunday, December 11
4:00 p.m.

DICK HYMAN

(Note time change)

Performing two completely different shows
in the Fontbonne College Fine Arts Theatre:
Saturday, January 21 8 p.m. - $16 per person
A historical tribute to the great Stride and
Ragtime pianists.

Sunday, January 22

Doerr Chapel
Ryan Hall

2 p.m. - $16 per person

Dick's Incomparable J«z renditions of
America's Premier Song writers. ■

Dick Hyman brings his musical artistry and musings to Fontbonne College's
Fine Arts Theatre. See and hear for yourself the man who makes and produces
the music for Woody Alien's movies.

7

Also Featuring

’

THE ST. LOUIS RAGTIMERS

A gathering for December graduates,
their families, friends and
the college community.

St. Louis and the Midwest's most popular Ragtime/Jazz Group
Limited seating
Tickets available through Metrotix at (314) 534-1111.
Or send your check, made payable to Fontbonne College Music Business
Department, to Fontbonne College, Music Business Department,
6800 Wydown Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63105.

For more information call:
Fontbonne Music Business Department -314-889*1431 or
Terry Thompson Productions - 314-721-7776

Reception following in foyer.

December graduates who would like to help with planning or by
being Lectors, musicians, gift bearers or Eucharistic Ministers,
please call Sr. Ruth at 889-4523 by December 1.

Fontbonne offerings increase
international enrollment

Athletic Auction doubles
last year's gross

by Elizabeth Lee -----------------------Withover 1400 colleges and universities
Joseph), is committed to individual service,
in the United States, why do 79 students
to the needs of individual students and to
from abroad choose to attend Fontbonne?
special groups which most of the interna
Te enrollment of international students has
tional students like best. It hoes beyond the
been on an increase in recent years, I asked
classroom to their very lives and concerns.
Mr. Bert Barry, Co-ordinator of Interna
In short, Fontbonne is committed to its role
tional Students on October 24, the reasons
as a temporary home for the international
for the increase and also some of the opin
students. These qualities go far to satisfy
ions of the students from abroad.
the particular needs for international students
Some students like Fontbonne because it
who can be overwhelmed by the largeness
is located in the modern suburban city of
and diversity of American society, and who
Clayton where the environment is quiet,
are far removed from the warmth of their
beautiful,peacefulandrelatively safe. There
own home communities. Thus Fontbonne
are restaurants, grocery stores, and book
becomes for international students a genu
stores nearby, and parks, zoos and other
ine “home away from home,” even while it
cultural facilities within afew minutes drive
is an advanced professional and educational
of the campus. The cities where these
training institution.
students came from are too crowded.
Some of the international students think
Mr. Barry said that the international
that Fontbonne has a high academic standard
students also feel that they know what they
and is a serious though modest institution
are seeking at Fontbonne, and the college,
which emphasizes good teaching. The eyes
on the other hand, knows specific programs
of the Fontbonne administration and faculty,
and courses to offer in order to meet the
while open to developments in the larger
students’ professional and educational ob
world of research and academics, are more
jectives. Besides, an active interest in having
particularly focused inward on its special
a divers student body from every continent,
charges, the students. They view the students
with a.sympathetic foreign student advisory
not only as seat-fillers in the classroom, but
service and enthusiastic International Stu
as total human beings whose spiritual and
dent Association, helps them adjust to a
cultural development is the leading factor in
new environment. The college offers good
their growth as forces in the world around
professional programs which offer intern
them.
ships and on-the-job training. Proximating
Given this fertile environment, and the
to Washington University which makes its
welcoming atmosphere of the Fontbonne
vast resources available to Fontbonne stu
community, is it any wonder that the number
dents.
of international students at Fontbonne in
Fontbonne, not only because of its scale
creases by the year.
but also because of its tradition (order of St.

Suzie
Beekman
and
Jennifer
Flatley
take a break
from auction
excitement

Zack Field,
Chris
Paluczak,
Shawn
O'Rourke, and
Matt Stockman
at one of the
tables stocked
with auction
donations
photos by Patricia Chavez

Fontbonne College
Music Business Department
Proudly Presents

STARING
YKZ members Anne Rapko, Chris Barnard, Christy Arbet, and Amy Wolf
taking their ups and downs for Our Little Haven on November 11.

’’The Fontbonne American Beauties
Featuring The Music Of
x

.

Fra
Pointer SisfQz.

9 Shanat.

o
Geor^
And

The Frivolity of The Holiday Season!!
Where:

Fontbonne College Fine Arts Theatre
6800 Wydown Boulevard
When:

Tuesday, December 6............... 8 p.m.
Wednesday, December 7......... 8 p.m.

Price: Adults
Fontbonne Faculty
Fontbonne Students
Children/Sr. Citizens
Chris Barnard and Anne Rapko especially like the downs.
photos by Patricia Chavez

$5.00
$2.50
$1.00
$3.00

For more Information or to reserve tickets, call 889-1431.

Lady Griffs
ready to roar

Soccer Griffs wrap up 1994 season
by Dale Haller

---------------------------------------------------------- --

The 1994 men’s soccer season wraps up,
proving to have been a wealth of experience
and knowledge that has psyched the team
up to work harder for a better 1995 season.
The opportunity to have an interview with
Nick Moyich.Zack Fields, Eric Lanzafame,
Chris Paluczak, Brandon Beck and Scott
Kaminski, gave me insight into the disap
pointing 1994 season. The six were working
out intensely as they were interrupted for
the wrap up interview.
The pleasure was mine as I grabbed a
spot on die weight room floor to conduct my
interview. The first question they were
asked was, “How would you as players rate
the season as a whole?” Brandon Beck
exclaimed without any hesitation, “it was
pretty disappointing.” The other five players
were in complete agreement as they remi
nisced the season. The Griff’s souned like
they had learned a great deal about them
selves as well as playing soccer. Team
disappointments were first conveyed by
Chris Paluczak, who said, “there was a lack
of respect for the leaders and other players,”
which was immediately backed up by a
general consensus among the group of
Griff’s. Another problem Lanzafame
brought out was, “the team just did not jell
well on the field.” He was also supported
in his observation by the members present.
These were a couple of things that were on
the list of changes for the 1995 season.
As we chit-chated, I asked the players if

they had any exciting memories they wanted
to share. Once again Beck spoke,
“Maryville’s Athletic Director called up
McKinney and issued a challenge to us and
we won 3-2.” Scott Kaminski added, “There
was a lot of satisfaction in beating Maryville
because they were number one in the con
ference last year.” Lanzafame broke in,
recalling the excitement of “having the lead
against Ohio Wesleyan,” which the other
members of the team remembered with
jocularity. The final question I presented
them was, “What do you play to do different
next year?” Moyich replied from behind
the tricep machine, “the season’s already
begun.”
A couple of days later I had a brief phone
conversation with Head Coach Ted Pow
ers. He was also presented with the ques
tions of his opinions on the 1994 season and
called it “disappointing.” He said, “It is
guys like Kaminski, Shewmaker, and Fields
that will need to pick up their games to take
us to another level. Picking up meaning
improving their own games and demon
strating leadership.” Powers went on, “They
should have won at Webster, we out shot
and out played them,” but the Griff s still
lost 1-0. Powers also commented, “Team
cohesiveness is not as easy with a majority
of Freshmen and Sophomores as it would
be with Juniors and Seniors.” Powers was
not too happy with three of the four ties. He
said with a regretful tone, “The ties in three

of four games should have been won, we
were ahead in the last five minutes and
ended up tieing.” The coach added, “It was
not all bad.”
Powers then described the road trip to
Memphis. He called it “a nightmare from
beginning to end.” The driver took the team
two hours out of the way, then the bus got a
flat tire, which after took them to the “Bates”
Motel”, as Ben Delf described it, where the
team ended up leaving and checking into a
more comfortable Holiday Inn. As Powers
finished telling of theexperience, he laughed
and said, “Those are the fun things you
remember, you look back and realize things
were not as bad as you thought”
The statistics for the season can be found
in the Athletic Department. Leading scor
ers for the team were Matt Stockman, who
had five goals and seven assists, David
Shewmaker had eight goals and one assist,
and Bill Davidson scored six goals and
three assists. Powers said, when asked who
were above average players, “John Giles is
a tenacious player. Doug Wolff is a two
time all conference goalie who played well,
and Eric Lanzafame played with a lot of
guts and muscle,” including broken ribs,
broken toe, broken wrist, and a pulled
muscle. In retrospect, a season that went 68-4 gave the team a tremendous amount of
knowledge of themselves and soccer, plus
plenty of room for improvement for next
season.______________ _____

Basketball Griffs aim Classified
advertising
for post-season
by Dan Ritter------------Twenty-eight games. Twenty-three wins.
Five of last year’s six top scorers returning.
A pre-season All-American Mention. This
equation would have to equal success. This
is a description of the 1994-95 Griffins of
Fontbonne College Men’s Basketball Team.
The team has high expectations for them
selves, not to mention the pre-season at
tention that has been placed on them by
Division III news publications. Senior Kevin
Walsh said, "We won’t be satisfied by simply
making the (NCAA Div III) Tournament
this year, we plan on playing a lot of games
in the post-season.” When prodded on how
far he thinks the team will go. He quipped,
“1 don’t know, ask me come April."
The Griffs return Jason Malott, Roy
Woods, Mark Kronk, Jeff Branson, and Rod
Tucker, all of whom started close to half of
the games for FC last year. Malott, a 6’2
guard, received All-American Recognition
this pre-season. Last year, he hit 88 threepointers, and his long-range consistency
will be counted on heavily this year due to
the lossof SLIAC Player of the Year, Stacey
Ross. Though Malott will have a greater
responsibility as the team’s point guard this
year, look for him to be the Griffins’ most
heavily marked outside threat.
At the other guard, Branson, a 6’ 3 J unior,
will be counted on to alleviate some of the
ball-handling and shooting pressure for
Malott. Branson has shown great potential
over the course of the last two years, and
Coach Lee McKinney thinks that this will
be his year to break out.
At the forward positions are 6’5 Rod
Tucker and 6’5 Mark Kronk. “Tucker is
probably the most underrated player in the
league,” Coach McKinney said, and he
added, “and Kronk holds most of the
Fontbonne scoring records, and these two
guys are going to be overlooked by teams. I
really look for these guys to show up every
night and score at least thirty points between

-------------------------------------------------them.”
Rounding out the starting five is 6’8 Roy
Woods. Woods joined the team last year at
the semester break, and Fontbonne was all
but indestructible with his force on the
inside. “Roy gives us an element that most
Division III teams are lacking. He is tall and
athletic, and his tooling on the Division I
level make him extremely effective on the
inside,” McKinney stated. While McKinney
looked at the size of his team, he went on to
note, “The teams we play against are going
to think we’re a D-I team because of our
size. They’ll worry about the inside game
and forget about the perimeter. I hope they
do that, because we can really hurt people
from the outside.”
The sixth and seventh men off of the
bench will probably be Kevin Walsh and
Marvin Talley. Walsh, a 6’ Senior, is a
tenacious defender, a deft passer, and has
shown the ability to hit the open shot.
McKinney noted that Walsh would probably
be a starter on most of the teams he has ever
coached, and McKinney has been coaching
for thirty-four years. Talley is coming back
to the team after a year's absence, but as
most fans will remember, he is an unrelenting
rebounder, and should prove to spell Kronk
and Woods when he is needed.
Other players who should expect to see
playing time are Kris Lovette and Jason
Daube. Walsh stated that before Lovette
went down with an ankle injury, that he was
playing great ball. He should be back in
playing shape after the Thanksgiving Break,
if not sooner. Daube proves to be a valuable
asset because of his versatility. He can play
either guard position, as well as the small
forward, if needed.
Walsh summed up this year’s outlook
with this: “We have the size, we have the
talent, we have the desire, and we have the
personality. It’s going to be a great ride.

Support Griffin Sports

ACROS 386,350 MB hard drive, 2
MB RAM, 3.5 inch and 5.25 inch
diskette drives, ready with software.
Complete with VGA monitor, inter
nal modem, mouse, keyboard and 24
pin letter quality Panasonic printer.
$750.00, negotiable. Contact: Eva
(314) 878-0428

by Dale Haller
The women’s basketball team was doing
a lot of running the last day of the first week
of practice. Even though the Griff s were
looking a little rough around the edges, a
confident coach, Tammy Hune, com
mented, “Don’t worry. Tough practices
make game days feel easy.” The lady
Griffs are headed for a tough season, but
the Friday, October 28 practice made the
team look more than capable.
The coaching staff, consisting of head
coach Tammy Hune and assistant Amy
Compton, was quite assertive in its drills
for strengthening the team’s offensive and
defensive strategies. They could be seen
working both interactively as a pair, and
also as individuals throughout the practice.
At the end of practice Coach Hune com
mented, “A team that runs together stays
together,” and a lot of running is exactly
what they did. “Coach Hune is hard on us
in a positive way,” was the way one of the
players put it.
Kim LePage, a 5’11” forward/center
looked as if she were having a grueling
workout, but she never gave an inch. Niki
Wilson, the 5’6” guard, ranked in the top
five in scoring last season with 252 points,
was also full of hustle and spirit as she
defended her position on the court. Another
outstanding Griffin with a respectable
season last year who looked quite tenacious
was Marilyn Kemp. Kemp scored a whop
ping 229 points last season and also sported
skills of passing and rebounding. One
player who was obviously full of energy
was Lynn Mueller. Mueller was aggressive,
hard working, and vocal as she held her
position during post drills.
Players like Dayle Burgdorf, Mary
Baumgartner, Lori Johnson, Denise
Fouchette, as well as Becky Lind were
constantly hustling during the practice. All
of the lady Griff sexhibited talent in passing,
shooting, and dribbling as well. A hard
practice was evident by the color of their
faces and the sweat that soaked their uni
forms.
The overall pre-season report is a posi
tive one. Fontbonne head coach Tammy
Hune has a group of talented, hard working
players who demonstrate a true enjoyment
for the sport of basketball. Looking around
at the near empty bleachers before the in
terview, Coach Hune said, “I hope we get a
better turnout than this.”
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Are you excited? Heaven knows I am. Basketball
Season is finally upon us. That’s right. The craziness
that has long been associated with Fontbonne Basketball
has, as always, overcome the school and all of St. Louis.
Well, maybe that’s a stretch, but this year, we’re not just
talking an NCAA Division HI Tournament birth, but A
TITLE. It has been great to listen to the players’ and
coaches’ excitement over the Griffs’ chances this year.
Senior Kevin Walsh summed it up with this tid-bit of information, “We are not going to
be satisfied with simply a birth, we plan to go very far in the Tournament.”
Now I know that this sounds like a too-good-to-be-true scenario, but the Griffins really
have set themselves up for a great run. First off, Coach McKinney has put together an out
of conference schedule that pits the Griffs against some top Division III programs. FC will
go up against powerhouses Washington University, Rhodes College in Memphis, Brigham
Young University's Hawaii Campus, just to name a few. That, coupled with other match
ups with schools like St. Mary’s College in Kansas and UMSL, should give the Griffs the
much needed experience to play with teams in the Tournament. Second, the Griffs
probably won t be shut out of the Tourney this year, because the conference champ of the
SLIAC garnishes an automatic bid. There is no other team in the SLIAC that is as fine a
team as the Griffins. I don’t think that fact can be disputed. Finally, coming off of a 235 record last year, this team now knows how to win. That is an intangible that Fontbonne
teams of the past have not had going for themselves.
This year should, and I think will, be one heckofa ride. 1 know that I’ll be there for the
ride. If you FC students out there want to get a feeling for what College Athletics are all
about, jump on the Griffin Bandwagon.
FONTBITS:
I talked with Soccer Griff Eric Lanzafame, and he tells me that the Soccer Team is
already on the recruiting trail. That is great news. The Soccer Team challenged for the
SLIAC title this year, and are probably just a few players away from returning to their past
prominence in the Midwest Region of Division III Soccer. Good Luck guys, and try to
recruit some guys who can play some football (Had to get that one in).
Best wishes to Womens’ Basketball player Kim Lepage as she goes about applying to
law school. Kim and I are both on the same track, and I know what a strain the application
process is. She should be commended for the way she has performed in class and on the
court during this semester. Good luck this season, Kim.
I don’t know, but are you like me? Are you happy to hear that Brian Lind, owner of the
Division III Basketball record for most points in JV games, is still going to be on the court
this year for the Griffs? Brian is working as an assistant for Coach McKinney, and I’m told
that he is in charge of free-throw drills for the team. Good going, Brian.
And finally, this is the final TMW of the year, 1994. It has been a great year for athletics
here, and I have been happy to be part of it. I really enjoy writing this column, and I hope
that it has brought three of four minutes of enjoyment to you, the reader, each month.
Everyone, have a safe and joyous Holiday Season.

FC hoops into Late Night
by Steve Prather——--------------------------------------------------------------- ------On Friday.
November 4, at
8 p.m., the Col
lege kicked off
one of its most
celebrated
events during the
year. Late Night
with
Lee
McKinney. Late
Night with Lee
McKinney an
nounced the be
ginning of the
1994 men and
women’s bas
ketball season.
The games were
held in the
Mabee Gymna
sium in the
Dunham Student
Activity Center.
photo by Valerie Schremp
There was a large Late Night warm-ups.
turnout for the
event, including students, alumni parents and fans from around the community.
The excitement started with the singing of the National Anthem by April Purnell. After
the National Anthem, the women’s basketball game was set. The team split up in order to
play the game; both sides played hard and were equally impressive. During halftime the
cheerleaders entertained the audience with singing and cheering, as well as some acrobatic
flips by Bill Clark, one of the male members.
Immediately after the women’s game, the men’s basketball team came out in full throttle
to warm up. Before their game started, the audience was treated to a slam-dunk contest. All
oi the contestants made it look easy, but Roy Woods, the winner of the contest made it look
the easiest. After the contest, the teams also put on an impressive performance. During
halftime, the spirit squad grabbed the attention of the audience as they performed.
Following the successful athletic entertainment, the crowd headed upstairs to the
Alumni Caf. It was an opportunity fore veryone to get refreshments and socialize with each
other. At 11 n.m .. the crowd was treated to a live oerformance from the local band Transit.

In December of 1992, Kevin Walsh and
I, along with several others, participated in
a mid-winter excursion to Art Hill, in Forest
Park. Taken all together, there were prob
ably a dozen or so of us; college students,
young men and women outfitted in ward
robes similar to the sled-riding wardrobes
of our collective youth. We even had plastic
sandwich bags on our feet.
Like most of my experiences with Kevin,
the sledding one arose from some sponta
neous impulse, rather than pre-meditation.
The two hours of sledding reflected, largely,
the day-long excursions of childhood: we
took running leaps onto the inner-tube to
increase our speed; we divided into teams
and raced one another down the hill, em
ploying manipulative tactics to dismount
the opponent; we bridged the inner-tubes
with human limbs and piled the lot of us on
and sluggishly slid down the hill like a
wobbling stack of boxes. Best of all, we
built a jump by packing snow onto a tree
stump. Our bodies paid the price.
After our bodies had endured just about
all they could, we returned home. Follow
ing hot showers and a wringing-out of wet
clothes, we collected and passed the re
mainder of the afternoon drinking hot
chocolate and watching football - surveying
our losses.
Last week, Kevin and I had the oppor
tunity to meet and rehash some old times.
Just like I remember, Kevin remains an
individual who one is not likely to find
sitting around, wasting time.
Just recently, Kevin assisted the Presi
dential Search Committee in their efforts to
locate a new president. “That was some

thing I never dreamed of, or thought
about doing. Being able to do it was
a great opportunity. The most re
warding part was when the selection
was made. Although I would’ve been
happy with any one of the three can
didates, I felt there was a connection
between Dr. Golden and I; not so
much that I was a student on the
committee, but on a personal level. I
considered him a friend, so when he
was chosen it was a pretty exciting
end to the process and I was very
pleased with the choice.”
Perhaps another reason Kevin ex
presses such an affinity with Dr.
Golden reveals itself when one ex
amines Kevin’s future plans against Dr.
Golden’s past experiences. “Dr. Golden
was a history major as an undergrad, coached
football when he got out. and taught in high
school.” Similarly, Kevin will graduate this
May with an undergraduate degree in history/secondary education, then hopefully
move into a position which allows him both
to teach and coach basketball.
Since I’ve known Kevin, these plans
have remained unaltered. He’s someone
who knows exactly what he wan ts to do, and
he’s someone who will do it. Yet anyone
who has spent any amount of time with him
can affirm that he is a man with unrestricted
interests. “I went parasailing once. It was
scary. I didn’t like it. I was on the beach,
and they said run. I ran, and the boat took
off. The parachute caught and up I went,
700 feet into the air - scared to death. Kathy
[his sister who was up in the air with him]
kept talking about all this stuff that could
happen: What if the rope breaks? What if
the boat dies? Then, all of the sudden she
stopped talking for a minute and it got real
quiet I said, ‘God, it’s so quiet and beau
tiful up here.’ She said, ‘yeah ... do you
think there are any sharks down there?”
The relationship Kevin and I share can
be characterized as incidental, just a series
of unconnected and mutually odd encoun
ters. One time, about a year ago, Kevin had
to write an explication of a John Keats’
poem. (He maintains that the poem was
‘Ode on a Grecian Um,’ but I disagree.) At
any rate, I agreed to look at the poem in
hopes that between the two of us we could

Walsh, continued on page 9

What is it?
The Fontbanner staff invites
all readers to identify this
picture. The first person to
name this object will receive
a ten dollar gift certificate to
the bookstore. To enter, call
the Fontbanner Office at
889-4550 with your answer.

Congratulations to TaubPouhcault of the Print
Shop for his speed andprecision in identifying
October s What is it?"(It was a blurry picture of a
pew in Ryan Walls bobby.)

